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PREFACE 

•••. l!:t Je n'a1 pas pris peur de ma vision, mais rr.'assurant avec 

aisance dans le saisissement, je tiens mon oeil OLlVert a la faveur 

i:-nonense, et dans l 'adulation. 

St. John Perse 

("Du Maftre d 1A.strc ct de Nt.tvigation" in ''Ar:1~r:::;") 

This thesis is divided into tr.rce sections. The first part 

deals with the secondary structure of poly C in add solution, as 

.'.."'~v·c::dleU lJy several of its 1:>l"ly·oical-chcr1·1ical properties in solution. 

The interpretation of the data was based on previous knowledge of 

the general properties of polynucleotides iro solutio'1 and on the 

pro?erties of poly C monomer. 

'fhe second pa!"t of the thesis deals with the int.u1~act:ion l>f 

purine with the proteins. Conformation changes ii~ the proteins are 

easily measurable in terms of changes in optical rotation even at the 

visible wavelength regions. Full use was made of this fact to study 

the :nature of 'interaction of p'-Lrine with the pt"oteins. Thu n1o~t ~:lg .. 

nificant aspect of the st'.ldies is not the theoretical speculation on ';he 

mechacism of the interaction, but rather the ;_:ios sfole practical 

applications of the findir.gs. This is 'ciriefly consic.ered in the discussion, 



'The mechanisn: of urea intel.'a.ctior\ with the proteins c<.:t.tlnot lJc 

regarded as solved in spite of the voluminous literature on the sub

ject. Similarly, the mechanism of purine interaction wi:h proteins 

can:iot be regardec as solved. The speculations preser.ted at length 

on the mechaniscn of :ho interactions of purine or urea with the pro

:eins, the rofore, merely represent a simplified deduction from 

available data- -a deduction intended to stimulate cnor e experiments and 

perhaps a modified interpretation of the :iature of the interactions. 

Tho third pa"t of the thesis presents initial findings on a very 

complex problem--the relationship of polyvalent polymer-polymer 

inter.actions to some of their other physical-chemical and biochemical 

propertl~:s. 'I'l1e cu11clu.oiun:::; G.rawn frort1 the data are not new or 

peculiar to current thinking about the nature of cnteraction of the 

histones or ;:irotamines to DNA. However, certain satisfac:ions are 

derived from the fact that it has been possible to car:::y out reliable 

physical -chcmico.l n1CQ.!;u:rc::ncnts <>n the nucloohistor1c a11d ;).u.cleo-

protamine systerns by means of simple standar.c iechniquC>s. Such data 

are rare in th<'> nucleohistone or nucleoprotamine literature. No doubt, 

the confirmatioo::i of more complex findings on these very important 
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PART I 

PROPERTIES O!T HELICAL POLYCY'.Z'IDYLIC ACID 
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IN TROD UC TION 

Goneral Rev·ie"-' of th'2' Properties of Po: .. ynLtcleotiiJ€-q 

Studies of the helical structures formed by the synthetic poly

nucleotides have provided considerable onsight into the problem of the 

speccficity and interaction of natural nucleic acids. The r_omopolymers 

(polyadenylic acid, polyctridylic acid, polybosinic acid, anC. polycytidylic 

aciC.) appear to form regular helices Git'"ier by themselves or in combin

ation with another homopolymcr in the series. The formatior. of helices 

in the ?Olynucleotidcs involves :he formation of hydroger. bonds between 

like and unlike ·Llasc pairs. In certair. cases, such hydrogen bondbg is 

stabilhed by electrostatic bteraction between the nucleotide base pairs, 

as well as by hydrophobic interaction amongst the relatively non-polar 

ba.5t:.;'::S. I.i.:. utl-J.ers, l1owcvc:r, -,-10 :sucli attractive electrostatic intcrac:ion 

is involved in the pairi,-,g of the bases. In this latter case, the stacking 

of the bases in an orga'1i>1ed form and the ) NH .... N ( ar.d 

) ~H .... O=C ( hydrogen bonds are responsible for L':tc stabilizatior. of 

tho helix. The general propertios of tho polynucleotioies will be dis

cussed under the above two classifications. 

(a) Polynucleotides helices '10~ stabili:1.ed by protons: 

The most typical example in this group is DNA. No attempt 

will be made here to give a detailed descri;:itior: of the structure of DNA. 

Ali physical-chemical data have, so far, supported the helical structure 
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proposed by Watson and Crock (53) for DNA. Of particular ir.terest, 

however, is the finding :hat DNA is not a stiff rod, as would be predicted 

from the Watson and Crick model. For a thir. rigid rod, the radius of 

gyra:ion is approximately equal to /12L. The light scattering data 

obtaiued by Doty et al. (8); C. Sadron {37); R, Steir.er (41) indicate 

that the observed length for calf thymus DNA is of the order of two to 

five times shorter than that predic:ed from this type of calculation. 

In other words, native calf thymus DNA behaves more like a coiled 

polynucleotide than the r:gid form predicted by the Watson-Crick model. 

In orcier to explair. this apparent ciisc::epancy, it has been suggested 

that native DNA contains base pair imperfoctions (45). This allows :he 

macrorr:olecule a reaoonable combination of flexjbiiity and rigidity. 

Even without such imperfection, some flexibility attributable to extremely 

small distortions of bond angles or distance in each residue is to '::ie 

expected (Hearst, 18). The sz.
0 

= 0. 063 x MO. 
37

, as well as the rela-

. . r , -6 1. 12 . 
tionsh1p , •: _ = J. 4~. lU x M obtained by lJoty et al. ( 10) for calf 

thy mus DNA supports the more flexible model. The coefficient of Mw 

(1. 12) in :he intrinsic viscosity expression is only slightly above the 

limit for random coiled solvent-:.mmobilized polymer ( l. 0), and the 

coefficient 0. 37 in Lhe se<limenLd.Liun ~uuffldc:aL ls uuly sllgh·.ly higher 

than the smallest value predicted for coils (0. 33 - 0. 50). Geiciuschck 

and Holtzer ( 17) have successfully establisheC. an agreeable correlation 
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betw"'°'" Ll1" light scatterbg behavior of cn.lf thymus DNA and the pro-

pos cd s toff coil model. 

The above mentioned property of DNA presents same rather 

fundamental problems which might be understood by studying the inter-

action of the nucleotide homopolymers. For example, how would one 

explain the imperfect base-paio:ing in DNA, if it actually exists? Will 

the mistake of substitut::ng cytosine for guanine in a DNA cha.in prevent 

the formation of hydrogen bonding o'1ly where the mistake has beer. 

made, or wiE it introduce an aC.ditional steric factor which wi11 affcc: 

several other base-pairs in its vicinity? Will such steric interferer.cc 

result in the forma:ion of hydrogen bond pairs which cannot be accounted 

for by Watson-Crick model? Questions of this type, aml p"rl1ctµo 1uany 

more, can only be properly answered by studying simple molecular 

models similar :o DNA. 

Before turning to these simple hamopolymer s, certain important 

J.JroperLlt.:b uf DNA 11ced to 'oe ine11.tioncd. 'I'hc hc:lic:J-1 structure of DNA 

is destroyed at hogh temperature at neutral pH, and by both 2-cid and 

bases, to give a more coileC. form. This denaturation process is 

accom;:mnied by an increase in cltraviolet absorption and by 2- marked 

d • · • • • • r·r1 ' ... ccrco.:.c 1:r. :.ntri,ns1c viscosity _ . 

a shrinkage in t.'ie over-all dimensions of the molecule, especially in 

the presence of a moderate concentration of salt. Such a sh:inkage .may 

arise from a decrease in molecular weight and/or from a decrease ir:: 
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the electrostatic expansion c>f -:h~ polymP.r-~ Vv~hP.t.hAr or not rl. rlPr.rr-.;:i.~P! 

in molecular weight (broaght about by the co:nplete separation of strands 

of a helical DNA) will be observed on denaturation by heat or extreme 

pH seems to depend upon the conditio'1s of the experiment. 

At first, it is not easy to see why lowerbg the ;:>H of a DNA 

solution would bring about the U'1coilbg of the DNA helix. One would 

expect the additio'1 of protons to neutralize the negatively charged phos

phate group~, and therefore decrease repulsive electrostatic interaction 

"::ietween the phosphate groups on the helical molecule. However, it can 

be seen from rr:odels of DNA that ~he negatively charged phosphate groups 

at neutral pH are a part of the backbone of the double helix, and arc 

loco..tcd re.the:!." fn..r n.po..rt in thi~ hclicul otructurc. Thu::;, the rcpulsi;,rc 

charge intco:action due to foe negative charges or. the macroi011 is not 

enough to disrupt the helix at neutral pH and in the presence of a moderate 

concentratio'1 of salt. The pu.rine and pyri:nidinc bases, on the other 

double helix. As a result, the free energy involved in charging the base 

nitrogen atoms is much higher than that needed for charging the better 

solvated, more exposed phosphate ions. At neutral pH, the p·irine ar.d 

::iyrimodine nitrogen atoms are unchargc;d. However, in acidic solution, 

they become charged and create a highly repulsive olectrostatoc inter

ac:ion between the chains. This results in the ur.coiling of foe DNA helix. 
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However 1 D~TA can denature a.t neutral pH in the 3.bsence 0£ salt, since 

cmder this cor.dition the negatively charged phosphate groups are not 

partially screened by salt. In basic solutions, the repulsive charge 

interaction due to the negative charges is high enough to dsrupt the 

helix either in ':he absence or presence of salt. 

The less complex polynucleotides, whose heEces are not sta

bilized by protons, are the poly A- poly U(Warner, 52; Warner, 51), 

poly A- poly l (!Uch, 32), poly l- pol\' G (Davis and Rich, 6), and poly I 

complexes (Rich, 32). Like DNA, the formation of helices in :hese 

polynucleotides is accompa!1ied by a marked decrease in ultraviolet 

absorption (hypochromicity). These helices, as are those of DNA, are 

oLi:LLle at. rr1uderaLe ~a.lL.: co11cer~tra.tionH a.n.d are de~-r:royed l>y heat, 

extreme basic, and acidic solutions. Unlike DNA, however, the de-

naturation process is ·J.sually reversible. Furthermore, the multiple 

strands appear to separate eompleteiy ur.der all conditions of denatur-

Qtion. ~l'ho lattor conclusion ir.; the rcoult 0£ tho oboc:rvat.io1i. th<:tt the 

denaturation of syn:hetic polynucleotides always results in the redaction 

of molecular weight. Again, as in DNA, the synthetic polynucleotidos 

do not behave as rigid helical rods. There are several randor::i omissions 

the polymer. 

Of all the polynucleotides, the one that has been stadied most 

is the poly A- poly U complex. At low io!1ic strength, the maximum 
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l1yf'ocl1.roir.:1ici.Ly ap_?~ars d.L Ll1e equi.r::1ula.,r cuncentratior ... of ·poly A. and 

poly U at pH 7 (Felsenfeld & Rich, 12; Stdner and Beers, 43; Warner, 

R. C., 31). The molecular complex thus formed (poly A-poly U) shows 

considerably greater sedimentation coefficient than either of the two 

components from which it has been £ormEJd. Furthermore, the :'.Tiolcculu.r 

complex migrates electrophoretically (pH 9. 6) as a single unit (Warner, 

51). Miles (26) has confirmed the existence of fais complex by infrared 

spectroscopic studies, and the X-t'ay studies of Rich and Davies (34) 

lend support to the do·.1ble helical nature of poly A-pn'ly n. 

Another property of poly A and poly U, wr.ich has not been so 

ftlly confir::ned, is the formation of a three-stranded complex (pocy A-

l poly U). This is supposed :o form ir. high salt, or ir. the presence of 

++ ++ ~ • . Mg and Mn (E elsenreld & Rich, 12), Kinetic studies on the fo::-ma-

t:.on of the three-stranded complex indicate that the reaction is second 

orde:?C with respect to :he dvalent cation. Apparently, :he divalent 

cd Uun o nJuuci= ch<e Lll"clru~tatic repulsion amongst the negatively charged 

phosphate groups in the three polynucleotide chains. Similar evidences 

to :hose above have helped to confirm the occurrence of two- or three-

stranded complexes :n poly I, poly I and po:y A, polyribothymidylic 

acid and poly A (Rich, 33), poly I omd poly G, poly G and poly C (Mii. 

et al. , 27). 
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(L) PulynuduuLi<l" helkeb stabilized '::>y protons: 

In :h:s group, the formation of helices appears only h acodic 

solution. Poly A is the most familiar member of this group. In neutral 

solution, poly A shows very low flow birefringence and increased vis

cosity at low ionic strength (Fresco and Doty, 15). If tl1e pH u( Lhe 

solution is lowered to 5. 5, there is a sharp change to the ordered con

formation, as indicated by a decrease b ultraviolet absorp:ion, increase 

in particle wdght, and a very marked negative birefringence of flow 

(Frese<> a10d Doty, 15; Steiner nnd BccrG, 11). All of the above 

physico-chcmical properties are paralleled by the titration curve of poly 

A. The evidence supports the conclusion that on protonation of the 

adenine residue of poly A, a stiff coiled double helical aggregate is 

f{),..rnerl~ The r:n'.'dered. ~tr1.:.ctttrc goes th::."augh a tha1~rnal helix-coil 

transition simiiar to that of DNA, but the helix is reversibly destroyed 

at extreme acid pH clue to the protonation of the N
7 

atoms of the !Llrbe 

molecule, and therefore, the destruction of the hydrogen bond. The 

X-ray dcffraction photographs of Rich i>t ;;L ('>S) "110<1 Frrosco (13) have 

confirmed the helical nature of poly A in acid soiu:ion. The a:her mem

ber of th.:s group, poly C, io the subject of this manuscript and details 

of its in:c,,ac~ion will be delayed until later. 

Some Physical Methods for Studying the Interaction of Polynucleotides 

(A) Hydrodyna=ic methods: 
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viscosity) can be used to obtab information about the polydispersity, 

molecular weight, ar.d molecular shape of a macromolccclc in solu:ion. 

where 

(a) Ultracentrif-..1gation 

The average sedimentation coefficient S is defined: 

1 
2 

U) t 

x 
ln ( - } 

x 
m 

•Jl = angular velocity 

t = tiri::: c 

( l) 

x anc x ' respectively, represent the racial distances at the 
'" 
boundary posit:or:: in the cell and at :he meniscus 

-o 
For polydispcr sc synthetk polynucleotide s, measurements of S , the 

n:vcru.gc ocdirr..cntu.:lon coefficient at infinite dilution.; J5° , the ave.rage 

diffusio01 coefficient at inf:nite dlution; V , the partial specific vobme; 

and p , the solution density, can be used to calculate the weight average 

molecular weight, MW, fro:n the equation: 

0 . 
D (1-V 9) 

(2) 

The Archibald method {3) rnay also be used to obtain MW. Tr.is method 

:, c 
depends 001 :neas·:tr:ng (:;--}(the concc!1tration gradient) and C {concen

. ux 

tration) at t~'le meniscus or at the bottom of the eel:. The Schlieren 

optical system gives ( ~~) directly. The concentra:ions can be obtained 

by integrating the concentration gradient. From this, one can determine: 



M = w 
RT 

2 
(1-v 8 )w 

0 

10 

(de/ d.x) 
rn 

x c 
rn m 

(3) 

where: (de) = cor.centratio01 gradient at the meniscus. All :he other d:x rn 

terms are as defined i01 equatio:-1 1. In order to get the true n:olecular 

weight from equation 3, it is necessary to extrapolate the molecular 

weight to zero conce~tratinn~ ~rhel'."c are other ways of dotormining 

1-::iolecular weight fro:n sedimentation data. One method is to combine 

§
0 

with the intrinsic viscosity ~111. It can be shown that 

where: 

1 -1 
= ~3 p (1-V p )/N ~ 

0 0 0 

~and Pare universal constants 

·;; is the solvent viscosity, ar.d 
0 

N is Avogadro 1 s number. 
0 

(4) 

~ -1 
The product ~- P is constant foe: all random coil polymers. This 

cquatio:l does no: give reliable results for rod-like helices, howeveo-. 

. -o o 0.33-0.'iO Muol UCLl« rcla~>ng S a!ld M incicatc that ii =KM for coiled 

0 0.2 polymers, whereas the relationship S "K~ holds for stiff rods 

(Kishihara and Doty, 2.8). 

Thu,;, from sedimentation coefficients, one can stuC.y the 

eJ{ton: of polydis1.)er~ity of a givefi r11a.l.;.t:UrIIulecule, its most probable 

conformation (helix or coiled), or its molecalar weight or change ii: 

molecular weight on soiution. 
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Viscosity 

The reduced viscosity of a polymer solution may be defined as 

11 - 11 

c 11 
0 

0 

where: 11 is the vi.scosity of the solution 

·n =viscosity of the solvent 
0 

c =concentration of the polymer. 

(5) 

For polymers, which are usually non-newtonian, the viscosity depends 

both on solute concentration and on the rate of shear to which the solu-

tion is subjected. Thus, it is necessary to extrapolate the viscosity of 

the solution to zero concentration, and to carry out the viscosity 

measurements at a low shear rate. Alternatively, the viscosity can be 

rneas11red over a wide range of shear and then extrapol;:i.tcd to zero rate 

of shear. 

The relationship for the intrinsic viscosity is 

[11 J lim 
C-"0 

11-11 
(--0) 

11 c 
0 

( 6) 

The relationship between the molecular weight and the intrinsic viscosity 

can give useful information about the conformation of the polymer. For 

example, it can be shown that the relationship 
a [111 = KM holds for all 

molecules in .solutior1, wl1ere tl1e ex1Jor1~r1L ~ iQ i::ln adjutitable constant 

whose numerical value is determined by the conformation of the molecule. 
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Values of~ range from zero for a rigid sphere to 1. 7 -Z. 0 for a rigid 

prolate cl:i.ipsoi.ci, anci 0. 5-0. 8 for a flexible poC.ymer. For m::cleic adds, 

a=0.8-1.2. 

The molecular weight obtainec. from viscosity. M , can some
v 

times be used to test for the heterogeneity of a given polymer. For 

a 1. 0, Mv ~ MW (MW is the weight average molecular weigl:t obtained 

from light scattct"ing data). However, MW/M is ar. index of hetero
n 

gcneity. Therefore, for the special cas.: where a = 1. 0, M /M - M /M 
OJ n v :r: 

The intrinsic viscosity of denatured DNA i.s very sens:tive to 

ionic strength. The relatio:isr.ip rTJ: =A( l + ~u ) describes the inter-

dependence of r-n '. f · 1 1 . ·1 on u or most po1ye ectro ytes. Here, u =ionic 

atre:r1gth, A = lT1~ at the l:in"lit of in.fi:~-1itc <lil-..itlo11, an.ci D is c..u adju~table 

consta'1L The strong dependence of [ r1 : on u for many polyelectro-

lytcs is pro"::>ably due i:l ;>art to electrostat:'.c cixpansion. 

Sir.'.lilarly, the reduced viscosity of polyelectrolytes (e.g., DNA 

a.':'ld other ?olyn ... .icl<)otidc:s) is clcpcndcnt on polymer concentration. The 

magnitude of the dependence (determined in part by the exdi.:ded vobme 

brought about by the pol)'mer) will depend on the conformation of the 

polyelectrolyte, and the magnitude of its interaction with the solve:it. 

Irl general,, this dependence is groat.or for dena.turad DNA than for native 

helical DNA. Whether a given coiled macromolecule will show a high or 

low intrinsic viscosity depends :10t only on the molecular weight of the 

polyr::::icr, but also on the interaction of the polyreer with the solvent. 
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This can be seen from the equation: 

-~' = K ", 
3 M~ , L Ii _J ,.( 

where :Y is the parameter for solvent-solute interaction, and it :s dif-

fer en~ ... for 11 good" (ind 11 poor 11 solvents. d d . 1• 'ti"" This epen ence of l "J 

solvent type for coilec polymers is probably partly responsible for the 

apparent :incons:istAncy :in the r<?.l;;ttionship bet'\veen thQ in:rinsic viscos:ity 

~ T, j for the native and denatured samples of different polynucleotides. 

For example, the intrinsic viscosity of denatured DNA is lower than that 

of native DNA, as is expc,ctcd, whereas the '.ntrinsi.c viscosity of de-

natured po~y A is greater than that of natovc poly A. This point will be 

flirther discussed in subsequent sections. 

(B) Optical Rotation and Rotatory Dispersion 

The specific rotation of a solute dissolved in water is defined as 

l:i-J = 
100ey 

de 

where: C\' = o'::iscrved rotation 

d = length of cell ;:iath 

(7) 

c = concentratio:'.l in gram per 100 ml. 

The r:1olar rot2-tion, 

(MJ = M[aJ 
100 

where: M = molecular weight. 

The m<;a.11 residue rotation= 
[:tvI; 

n 

( 8) 

1 where n = numoer of monon1c:rs 
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in '::he polyr.:1i::r. Opt~.<:81 l'OtRtnr·y pnwAr is R. f11nc.1:io11 of refractive index 

(n); and fo,, solutions whose refractive index is significantly changed by 

the solute, the expression for specific rotat'..or: becomes 

[o J = 
3 

n + 2 

1000' 
cc (9) 

The Drude equations: Application of electromagnet:c theory to an 

optically active compone'1t of molecular weight Mat wavelength ;\ 

leads to the ''qua ti on 

ra 1 = 1800 
•.. "\ 

., 
)(""+2) 

3 

Rosenfeld (38) has sbowr: that 

where V. , 

c 
3-:-r h r 

R. 
l 

- 2 -2 
vi - v 

= exciton frequency 

N e 
M 

v =frequency of incident light 

R. 
l 

= rotatory strength 

Corr.bining equations 10 and 11, ~ri'. becomes 

2 
( n + 2 ) ( 9 600 11 e:N ) ;;:: 

2 
Mh,1, i. 

R 

-v. - v 
l 

( 10) 

( 11) 

( 12) 

It has been show:'.\ that the various constants in ec;.uation 12 can be 

cor1densecl into a r..ew varia.ble: A., to give: 
l 
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2 A. ), . 2 

["'I "" 
(n + 2) 

T 
l 1 ( 13a) 

3 l 2. 
l )., 2-\ 

2 
WHh A, ),, - K., equati.o:'l 13b gives the complex Drude equation 

l 1 

= :i:: 
i 

K. 
l 

2 2 
\ -le . 

l 

( 13b) 

~'or the sir:iplc one-term Drude equation, the above becomes 

K cry: = ---z l 
- 1 2 

Arf'.ording to Yctng and Doty (S4), ct plot of LOY,,). 

)., -)., 0 

agabst [ct] gives a straight line. 
/ 

The slope gives )., - and the intercep: 
0 

gives K. For compounds showing cor:1plex dispersion (two-term Drude 

equation), 

2 2 
)., -A 

0 

+ ( 14) 

Most polynucleotides in the helical conformation obey a one-t.crm 

Drude aqua ti.o:i. 

The appEcatio11 of optical rotatory dspersion to studying the 

conformation of r.·.icleic acids is ratr.er new. The empirical relationship 

between conf(>rmctliona1 ch~nge ~nc'I optir;.i.1 rot:::i.tnry Clisp~rsion data is 

not always as clear as with proteins. However, the helical asymmetry 

in polynucleoticies is an im:::)Q:·tant factor in de term.bing the high clcxt:ro-

rota.tion of hclic<Ll polynuclootide8. The optical activity of nativ<? DNA 

is many orders of magnotudc greater th2.n that of the indivic'.ual n:ono-

nudeo~ide com?onents (Michelson et al., 25). For the major nucleo-

Li1:1eis, t11e average epecific rotation in close to ;~ero. Whereas 1 for DNA, 

the molar rotatio:i (Mp)D is usually about +42, 000°. The corresponding 

value for the oligonuclcot.ide thymidyl-5 ': 3' -thyrnidine 5 1 phosphate is 
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+2, 800 in nc•.Itral solution. Thus, the phosphoester linkage is no: 

responsible for the high(M :i)
0 

for DNA. This conclusion is si.:pportcd 

by the observation that :he optical activity of DNA drops considerably 

z;·c 
when th0 polymer is thermaliy denatured ( (Ci)D- = -t-126° and 

(o:)~6 "C= +28 for calf thymus DNA) without concomitant hydrolysis. 

Of special ir:terest is :he observation :hat this decrease in optical 

activity takes place within a narrow temperature range with the midpoint 

of the transition corresponding to the midpoint of the rnel:ing profile 

tempera:urc (Doty et al., 7). Thus, i: can be concluded that optical 

rotation and u. v. a':>sorption measure essentially the same temperature 

dependent conformational transitio'1. 

Ultra~violet IIypochrorni::Jn1 

Purine and pyrimidone bases occur~ing in natural and synthetic 

polynucleotides have very strong ul:raviolet absorp:ions which aru very 

sensitive to conformational changes in :h" polymer'. (Loofborough, 22; 

Steiner and Beers, 45}. The e~ti:iction co-officicnt of DNA js 40 per ci?nt 

lower than that cxpect0d for its mononucleotide components. This rela-

tive decrease ir. absorbency is referred to as hypochromicit-y, The molar 

absoroency E (based o:t one gram ator::i of phosphorus per liter) for 
p 

C:.onrliti()nR th:-...t OP.nri.tnrn 

DNA (helical to coiled form) cause an increase in :his value. This is 

described as hyperchrorr.i<: effect. 
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rr11ert: I~ 4L p.re~e11i 1.:.u LLild.Il:rr:uu:::ily d..CcepLeU Y.UciIILiLdLive Lrecl.L'-

ment of hypochromicity in nucleic acids. The theory of hypochromicity 

derived by Tinoco (46) and 'oy Rhodes (36) broaaly supports the most 

popula::: concept about the origin of hypochromicity, namely, that hypo-

chrorn:.c:ty :.n the nucleic acido arisco fro:rn the ir~tcrn.ction of the bases 

stacked in an arl'ay perpendicular to the fiber axis. Thus, denaturatio:t 

of nucleic acicis would decrease such stacking, a1:d therefore decrease 

the amount of hypochromicity. Insofar as there is no sound quantitative 

1"nl:~tions'hi·p 'between hypochromicity ancl str1.icture, any variation in 

hypochromici:y can only be regarded as an empirical index of :he relative 

extent of conformational change. This statement will be more meanbg

ful when the optical properties of poly C arc discussed in later sections. 

There are several othE>r impn:rtant physical-rh<'mir~l rrH»"hnrl~ 

for studying the interaction of macromolecules in solution, such as ligh~ 

sea ttering, flow 'c:ii refringcnce, electrophoretic measurements, infrared 

spectroscopy' ana seve.ral ot.1-iers" It :s clear frorr:. :he above discussion 

that it is usually desirable, and often ::iecessary, to combine information 

fro::n several methods of ir.vestigation in order to -~e able to make state -

1'le'1t5 about the conforrnation of a given macromolecule. These state

ments may lead to only tentat:Jve conclusions which require the support 

of X-ray c~ystallography before they can 'oe regarded as proved. 
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GENERAL :PROPERTIES OF CYTIDYJ.JC AC:TD AND ITS POLYMER 

(a) CytidyLic aciC. and d<0rivcitlv"s 

The pyrimidines arc in general lBss aro:natic than is benzene or 

pyridine. The resonance energy for pyrimidine calculated by molec-

ular orbital methods is 26 k. cal/mole (Achesor1, 1). This is about 72 

per cent of the valc.e for utn:Marn (36 k. <:al/mole). The details of lh<? 

bo:id distanceH and angles b cytosine-5-acetic acid have been worked out 

by :Marsh et al. (23), anc::. are shown below: 

NH 

-
t 

IO ,.'> 
4 2 

l NH 

FTom this stT·.:ictLtre, one can estimate the bond number (n) for e<tch of 

the cHff"r"'nt bonds in the molecule, and therefore the relative distribu-

tion of charges around the :nolecule. When this is <ior.e, it becomes 

clear that cylosine can best be represented as a reso:<ancc hybrid to 

which :he structure I-VI contribute the indicated arnou11t•: 

20% 

I 

2C% 

II 

20% 

III 

20% 

IV 

10% 

v 

10% 

VI 
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'Thes~ six r:anon:ic.;;i.1 str11r.t.11rr>A nf t"ytni:;.;r1e rev1?al ancl rr..ak.e understancl-

able some of the most interesting properties of cytosine derivatives: 

(a) The N 
3 

carries a great deal of negative charge in the neutral 

molecule. It should therefore be a potent accepto~ of protons in slightly 

acid solution. 

(b) The nitrogen of the primary arr:ino group in cytosine is compar-

atively devoid of negative charge, and is therefore much less basic than 

the ring (N
3

) nitrogen. 

(c) The carbonyl oxygen is highly ionized and also eonstitlltes a 

potent proton acceptor. 

Cytidinc cnonophosphate, like other mononucleotides, obeys a 

one-term Drude equation. The constant Kin the Drude equation (er) = 

K 
is negat:.vc. The calcula tcd chromophore position is ·:ietwcen 2 ? 

\ -\ -
c 

284 mu and 3 26 mµ,. The spectrum and rotatory dispersior. of cytidine 

rnonophosphate shifts with pH across the pKa of the easily protonated 

ri:-ig nitrogei1. Lowcri11g tlJ.e pH fro111 7. 5 t.v 4. 0 t.:a.u~c::::> o.n increa~e in 

bo:h (a') and ir. E max. In adciition, a red shift is observed both for \ 
c 

anci for the waveler"gth of E max {Ts 'o et al., 47). 

Ts'o et al. (47) have also observed that a temperature-dependent 

shift in the rota.tory diopcr oion of cy'tidi11,e monophosphate occur e wl1c11. 

the pH of the solvent is lower than the pKa of tho rbg nitrogen. At pH 

4. 85, 2s•c, the spectrum of cytidine monophosphate is different from 

that of the same material in neutral solution. Data on rotatio.,-, indicate 
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the same tendency. Hcat:.ng of cytidinc monophosphat<> at pH 7. S peo-

duccs no spectral shift and no tcmperati.:re-deper_dei:t hype~chromic: 

transition. 

Polycytidylic Add (poly C) 

For poly C, the constant Kin the Drude equation is positive. If 

a neutral solution of poly c is heated from zo·c to 80°C, there is a co:ci-

tinuous drop in its specific rotatio::;. Unlike DNA and other polynucloo-

tides, the (o:) of randomly coiled neutral poly C is very high and, b fact, 

higher than :hat of tho acid form. The (o:) 5g9cmc. of poly C at pH 7. 5 is 

20'C 
+323, whereas (0:)589 mµ at pH 4.0 is +232 (47, 2). 

Temperature and pH dependent shifts in tho spectri.;.rr. and rota-

tory cispersion of poly C have been observed JUSt as with cytosine mono-

phosphate. However, unlike CMP or neutral poly C, acidic poly C does 

undergo a sharp transition on heating (47), 

No simple explanation can be given for the very complex nature 

of the spectral behavior of CMP and of poly C in solution. It is possible 

that temperature, like pH, affects the relative contribution of one or 

more of the canonical forms to the structure of the molecule in solution. 

Such perturbation, if i.t exists, wouid certainly affect charge distribution 

a.round. Ll1e ~a.oily tJ1'ulul1dt.e<l rir1g, r1lLrugt:L. d.IH1, a.s a l't:jsulL, ils affi11ity 

for protons. 

The high specific rotation of neutral poly C is equally difficult to 

explab. It is possible that neutral poly C does indeed possess structure 
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in neutral solution, b'.lt that this is not weli enough ordered to yield a 

sharp transition on heating. There is at present '10 conch1sive evidence 

to either support or contradict this hypothesis. 

In any ca.so, the fact that a..cidic poly C does Llndergo a_ sharp 

hyperchromic transition on heating is clearly h:dica tive of a cooperative 

transition in an ordered structure. The fact that the neutral form of 

poly C does not undergo a similar trd.nsition (from measurer.10nts of 

(Ci) and E rnn.x vs tomperaturo) imr.>li~s that "";;he- nel...1tral fn1'TTI rioAs ;i_ot 

possess the sar.cie degree of order as the acid form. 

The observation by R. F. Steiner and Beers (43) of a large dro? 

in angular dependence of scattered intensity and of a greater than 60 

pc:r cent drop in the r:.dius of gyration 0£ poly C and of pnly A or golng 

from the reutral form to :he acid form is an anomalous one. If the 

ne'CLtral fo,_.m of poly C is completely in random coil form ar.d the acid 

form stiff and rotl-like, one would expect an opposite resul;,, However, 

if the c:o called coiled form is .relati',rcly extend.ed {n i:::.oin~ion, onn c:o1.ild 

attribute the observed drop in the radius of gyration to a co:nbination of 

two factors acting together: 

(I) An increase in the diameter of the ::nolecule without any large 

incre~:i.se in its length accompanying for'r.irt.tion of helix from coil. 

(II) A decrease in electrostatic expansion due ';o the neutralization 

of some of the repulsive charges, as well as a repositioning 

( -) 
of the P-0 bond at an angle that decreases electrostatic 

repnlsion accom?anying foro:nation of helix from coE. 
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If on•~ accepts tho abovo interpretation as correct 1 tho fact that 

the radL1s of gyratior. of poly C tends to dec"ease as a result of transition 

fro::-n neutral to the acid form actually supports the following hypothesis 

of the properties of poly C: 

(A) That the neutral form of poly C is the coil form, but that the 

coil is almost as extended as is the helical or acid form ir. 

solution. 

(B) That the acid form docs have a definite secondary structure in 

solution. 

l'urposc of E:x.pe't'i1:r1ents 

Use will be made of some of the physical-chemical properties 

which are common to :he polynucleotidcs in solu:ion :a study the 

behavior of poly C in 2.cid'..c mediu:cn. Those properties which arc pecu-

lio..r to poly C in. sol-ution ... vill bo ci.eliborat:ely neglected, pa·rt:i.culai~ly 

where they neither contradict nor support t.'ie notion under examination. 

The 'I of poly C in acid solutions at vario·J.s pH levels, ionic 
nc 

strengths, and urea concentrations will be investigated by both absorb-

properties of poly C in acidic solatio:-i will be studied, such as optical 

rotatory dispersion, viscosity, and sedimentation coefficients. Par:ic-

·J.lar attention will be paid to the hydrogen ·::ionding scheme proposed by 

obtained for ?oly C. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

{A) Materials 

The poly C was purchased from Miles Chemical Company, Clifton, 

New Jersey. The polymer was fnrt.h<>" deproteinhcd by the detergent

amylalcohol-chloroform method of Ts 'o et al. (48). The poly C was 

shaken with amyl a.lcoln.ol.-chloroform ( 1: 3) in the presc:nco of 1 per cent 

soC.ium dodecyl sulfate. The deproteinization procedure was repeated 

three ti.mes until there was no evidence of protein p!"ecipitatc in the inter-

facial layer. The poly C was :-text dialyzed against O. 2 M ammonium 

acetate in the cold for 40 hours and then precipitated with three volumes 

uf culC. alcohol. The precipitate was washed twice with alcohol and twice 

with ether, and then dried in vacuo. All other compounds were of reagent 

grade. 

Instrumentation and Method of Analysis 

Optico.1 rota.tior~ n:icnsurernents were nJa,de witl-J. a rt.i..:.dolpl:L Modt.::;l 

2005 polarimeter equip?ed with an oscElating polarizer and xenon and 

mercury arc lamps (Ts'o ct.al., 48). The 20-cm polarimeter tunes 

i.otilized glass construction with water jacket and quart;, wir.dow. The 

and held at any desired temperature to:!:_ 0. 1 by the flow of water through 

both the compartmer.ts and the tube. Measurements of specific rotations, 

(O!), were determined from the averages of three readings of solutions 

of c:oncentratior. of 0. 4-0. 6 mg/ml. 
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Optical dcnoity rncunu-rcrr1cnts were mncic 'V"Oo·ith a Beckma11. DK-2 

recording spectrophotometer fitted with a modified temperature control 

device. Quart>: cells were fitted with a 20 rno:n inversion standard ta?er 

thermometer for direct reading of solution temperature to 2:_ 0. 1 •c. 

pH measurements were made wi:h a Radiorr:eter pH rnetco:: 22, 

Copenhagen, Dcnr~ark, and to an accuracy of 0. 01 pH unit. The resistance 

of the solution was measured to an accuracy of:::_ 1% at 22. 2°C:t_O. 05• with 

a portable A. C. electrocytic conductivity bridge manufactured by Leeds 

and Nor:hrop Co., New York. 

Viscomete1· (Ubbelohde) was designed and constructed by the 

Car.no::i Instrurner.t Co., State College, Pa. The viscometer had a water 

flow time of 350 seconds for each bulb, and i:s maximum shear graCient 

-1 -1 
for watc:- varied fro::n 40 sec. to 210 sec. Measurements were 

performed at 22.6'C 2:_ o.os•c. 

Analytical ultracentrifugation was performed b a Model E 

ultra.ccr1tri£ugc 1 Spinco Division, Becl(,'.man Irie.~ with ultraviolet absor?-

tion optics. The instrumen·: was provided with a temperature control 

syste1'1. The abgorp:ion patterns, recorded on film, were :raced wi.tr. 

a Double Beane Recording Micro-densitrometer, Joyce Loebl Co., 

N(>wr;iqfln-11pon-T'yn<', Rngl::inil- All of the si:;•dirnentation coefficients 

reported were corrected to 20°C, ·~ut were not corrected for the effects 

of solvent viscosity and density. 
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The molar extinc:ion coefficient per phosphorus of poly C was 

determined ·uy hydrolyz.ing a sample (of known absor':iancy) to cytidylic 

acid with 0. 3N potassi·:im ~ydroxide for 18 hours a.nd 24 hours at 38°C. 

The molar extinction coefficient obtained tor the 18 hoars hydrolysis was 

found to be the same as that obtained by 2.4 hours of hycrolysis. The 

values of E were also the same in the two cases. This indicates 
lnax 

both that the hydrolysis is complete after 18 hours, and :hat no dcarnb-

atior. of cytidylic acid takes place. The molar extinction coefficient of 

3 
2 1

- and 3 1 -CMP was taken to be 13 x 10 at 280 '1'.l.i., pH 2. 0. The maxi-

mum molar ex:bction coefficient of poly Ca: 25°C and 0. lM salt deter-

mined by the above method at various pH is shown ir. table l. All of the 

k this laboratory ('17). The concentration of poly C for each experiment 

was dotcrmined op:ically by use of the ex_oerime'1tal values for maximum 

molar extinction coefficient . 

Table 1. Maxi.mum :Molar Extinction Coeffic:ie'1t of Poly C at V;o,.rious pH 

pH 

7.5* 

4.85 

4.05 

3.65 

'~All in 0. JM S?-lt 

E x lU 
rnax 

6.6 

7.Z 

7.7 

8.0 

-.l 
\ (m,i) 

rnax 

i/.67 

274 

274 

275 
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of the optical properties of poly C. The T , presumably the rnidpoint of 
m 

the helix-coil transition, is ii: all cases accurate to +O. S'C. 

Results: 

Optical rotation and absorption rneasu"-"'emer~ts of poly C in 0. IM 

sodium acetate, pH 4. 05, at varying terr.peratures, yield essentially the 

same I'm (~'ig. 1). The Tm of poly C measured by optical rotatior. is 

similarly found to be the same at other pH vahies (3. 65, 4. 85) as those 

determined by absorbancy. When poly G is heated at acid pH, an initial 

drop b optical absorbancy is always observeci. T!i.is is immediately 

followed by a sharp rise ir. absorbancy (hyperchromicity). This hypeo:-

chromic spectral transition corresponds to a similar transition observ-

ELble with optical rota tio:-i rnea sur emcnts. It may therefore be associated 

with a structural tra1:sition w:thin the molecule. There is, however, no 

observable change in (a)589 me. over the temperature range in which the 

iu.itlal ~lrup lu c:1.L:;u1·i1a.nLy i:; ulJ:-;crved. Thuo, it does not appear that 

the initial hypochromicity is in any way related to the asymmetry of 

t.11.e molecule. 

There arc, l::owever, several pieces of cxperimenial evidence 

which suggest that the initi~l drop in u.bo<)rba.ncy i~i due to the l:'C!''r10val 

of proto:-is at elevated temperatures from the cytidinc rings of the poly-

i~ier. 
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(I) Helmkamp ot al. (19) and Ts 1o et al. (48) have together shown 

that protons of cytidine-5-pr.osphatc arc removed al elovatcd tcrr:pcr-

aturcs. This conclusion is based on their observation8, discussed above, 

namely: 

(a) That the spectrum and rotatoo-y dispnsion of CMP shifts. in 

response to pH changes, across the pKa of the most easily protonatc:d 

ring nitrogen; 

(b) That the spectrum and rotatory dispersio1: spectrum of CMP 

shifts in response lo temperature if the pH of the modiu::n is lower than 

the pKa value ring of the nitrogen. 

same at 2o•c as 1t is at so•c (300). 

The le of C MP at pH 7. 5 is the 
c 

On the other har.d, the A of CMP 
c 

at pH 4.u is jl'J at lu•c and :;u4 at 8u·c. 

(II) A closer exami:lation of the absorp:ion spectrum of poly C clearly 

shows that as the temperature is slowly :caised from 30° to 60°C, the 

minimar.i of i.ts aosorption spec:rum increases, while the ahsorbancy at 

the maximt:m decreases ( table 2.). Ir: table 2, a compariso1: of the 

E . /E . . ratios of poly C solutions a'; 25•c with the 
-:1:13,:>{. l. rr: urn ;rn 1n1 rn um 

E . /E . . rat:os of the same solutions at elevated temper-
max1rr,ur.1 m1n1mun---

atures is made. It i.s clear from these data that there is a tendency for 

the E . /E . . ratlu uf ;he; h""''"u puly C in ;;ddcc medium 
max1rr:um rnm1mum 

to approach that of the neutral form (pH 7. 5). The E , IE .. 
n1;.1.:x:1mun: :::n1n1rnum 

ratio of the neutral fo::'m at elevated lernperat'.ires is essentially the same 

as at zs•c. 
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'l'a ble 2. Spectral Properties of Poly c 

pH Temp. A A 
min 

(E IE . ) (E /E . ) 
max max n11n max n11n 

at25°C at 5S-66°C 

4.97 2.5. 274 244 
(o. lM Na 1. 88 1. 35 
Acetate) 55• 270 249 

4.80 25° 274 244 
(o. lM Na 195 1. 39 
Acetate) 60° 270 249 

4.03 25° 275 242 
(0. lM Na 2.21 1. 95 
Ac eta. tc) 66° 271 213 

7.2 23° 267 248 
(t"is.,O.lM 1. 33 1. 27 
Na Cl) 66° 268 249 

(III) There ; s ~ slight hut noticeabie shift in the Jc • • positoon 
m1n1murn 

of po:..y C spectrum as the ':eF-lpcrature is raised (table 2). The rceutral 

foo:m has a minimum at 248 mµ. At elevated temperatures, the minimum 

of the acidic form approaches 248 m"'. 

However, the loss of p:!'."otor1 s frorr. thP polymnr i;.:; not r.oi ... r.1f!P.nt.r:i.1 

with the destruction of :he helical asymmetry of the molecule. F.rorr. 

the data, it would appear that there is, in acidic solvent, an initial loss 

of some protons from the po~ymcr at temperatures below the T . Within 
m 

this temperature range, the helical structure is. however. stcll intact. 

At slightly higher temperatures, the asymmetry of the polymer is 

destroyed within a narrow temperature range. This is observable as a 
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helix-coil trar_sition both by absorption and by optical rotation measure-

ments. 

The effect of pH and ionic stre!lgth on the T ,-,., of poly C: 

The effects of cha!lgcs of pH on the Tm of poly C in 0. lM sodium 

acetate are given in figure 2. It is clear that the stability of poly G a.o a 

function of proton concentration can be classified into two zones, Le., 

fae proton stabilization zone (pH 4. 2 and higher) and the proton clestabil

faation zo:ie (pH 3. 9 and lower). 

The Tm of poly C "~etween pH 4. 0 and 4. 2 is constant at 82'C in 

O. lM sodium acetate. Above pH 4. 2, ·;he Tm decreases with increasing 

pH, and at pH 4. 9 is 64°C b 0. IM sodium acetate. 

The effects of ionic strength (expressed as the colog of the speci

fic conductance of the medium} on T :en are given in figure 3. At pH 4. 85, 

in the proton stabilization zone, ir.crease in ionic strength lowers the 

T rr.of poly C, and therefore reduces the stability of the helix. For 

example, the Tm of poly Cir. 0.05M sodium acetate (pH 4. 85) is 74'C •. 

However, the Tm in 0. 2M sodium acetate is 68'C, At pH 4. 05, the Tm 

is relatively constant within the salt cor"centrations of O. 05M to 0. 2M 

;::30diun-i acetate~ 

( b) Proton de stabilization zone 

The pH region between pH 4. 0 and ?H 3. 6 const:tutes the ?roton 

desta':Jilization zone shown in figure 2. At pH values less ~han 3. 6, thG 
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~·1gure :i. Deper.dence of Tm of, poly C ir. acetate buffer on the con

centrations of the electrolytes in solutior:. as expressed 

as the colog of the specific car.due tance: 

Rnff,,-rs '1t pH 4.RS, -X-X-, ;ind pH 4.0S, -0-<:>-, WRr<> 

prepared from the di:ution of 0. 2M Na-acetate to 0. 05M 

fur Llli:::! Vd.riallun iT1 l:u11<.lu.l:Ld.JILt;, Duffvr::s d..l pH 3. 65, 

-0-0, consist of 0. 2M NaCl and 0. lM Na-acetate at the 

r.ighest conductance, 0. lM Na-acetate at the medium 

conductance, and 0.05:M Na-acetate at the lowest co01-

ductance. 
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pH of the medium is decreased from pH 4.0 to 3.6, the J' of poly C 
m 

also decreases. The TrnatpH 3.8 is 77°C, whereas the T
11

, 1tpH 3.65 

is 73°C. There is no evidence of precipitation of poly Cat pH 3. 6 even 

at elevated temperatures, either by absorbency or by optical rotation 

measurements. 

At pH 3. 65, in the zone of proton destabilization, increases in 

ionic strength of the solution raise the Tm of poly C, and thus enhance 

the stability of the helix. The T =of poly C (pH 3. 65) ~n 0. 05M sodium 

acetate is 70°C, whereas the T of the same polymer b a medium con
::-r1 

taining O. lM sodit::m acetate and O. 2M sodium chloride (pH 3. 65) is 79°C. 

Tbereforc, as far as the effect of electrolytes on the Tm is con.-

cerned, poly C in the proton stabilization zone behaves like poly A 

(Ts 'o et al., 47), while poly C in the proton destabilization zone behaves 

like DNA (Ts'o et al., 47). It is interesting that the transition between 

t.llt:!StJ Lwo zor1es {.i.e., i..l1e zor11.;.': b1;,;:t.wt~t;:11 Ll1t: pH range .... 1.0 to 4~2) .is 11ot 

greatly affected by electrolyte concentration (figure 2). 

Optical rotatory dispersion of poly C 

The optical rotatory dispersior. data on poly C at pH 4. 9, pH 4. 0, 

and pII 3. 6 are surnmarh:;ed on table 3. The data agr"e with the value a 

previously reported by Ts'o ct al. (47) to within 5-7 per cent. The 

modofie<i one-term Drude plot of the rotatory dispersion data is shown 

in figure 4. All of thll points for the three chosen pH values lie on 
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T~ hi'" '. O;otical Rotatory Dispersion Data. of Pol)' C, 

_ 
1 
zo•c . zo•c 

A. (mµ,) -6 w;:tvPlt".ngt~ pH 
,Lr 589 L0']436 K x 10 

range (m11) c 

4.90
1 

225.5 584.4 303 50 320-589 
:~ 

4.05 198. 0 531. 3 306 50 320-589 

3.65 184.3 485.4 305 48 320-589 

l 
all in 0. JM Na acetate 

If the three dispersion curves corresponding to ~he differed pH 

'\'"alt1cs n.:rc ocpo..ra.tcly plotted, A. ar1d I< of th.o DruUt! i..;LJ.uc..Liu:i cc.n lJe c 

calculated respectively from the slope and cntercept of the curve. 

Ac at pH 4. 90, pH 4. OS, and pH :3. 65 agree to withb 1 ?er cent (303-306), 

and the pararr.eter K for the :hree pH values agrees to within±_ 2 per cent. 

It then a1.Jp0ars that the conforrnatio·.:i. of poly C is cssen.tially t11e ESa-:.-:r1t;: at 

the three pH values representing respectively the pro:on stabilization 

/\one (pH 4. 90), the transitior: zone (pH 4, 03), and the pro ton de stabil-

iza tior. zone (pH 3. 6). 

The physical properties of poly C in neutral and acidic solutions 

were examined by viscosity measurements and ultracentrifugation. pH 

3. 75, rather than pH 3. 6, was selected for representation of :he pro:or 

destabilization Z0'.3e in ord~~r to kf~Ap r;:::ifely r_list.ant fro.rt! tho region in 

which aggregation of poly C takes place. 
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Figure 4. MoC.ified one-ter:ri Drude plot of poly Ch n. lM Na-acetate 

at pH 4. 90 ( +), pH 4. 05 ( X ) , and pH 3, 65 ( 0 ) . 

[:Y =was obtained at 20°C and at a symmetrical angle of 0. 3. 
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(I) Viacooity 

Viscosity measurements were made at pH 7. 5, rep:cesenti.ng :he 

neutr?.l form, at pH 4. 85, representing the acidic form in the zone of 

proton stabiliz<Hion, anC. at pH 3. 75, also representing the acid form in 

the prolon clestabilization zon£:i:. f)iltttic)ns wArA m;~rlR :i""i (~ac:h c:asA fr<JT'r"I 

solutions containing 0.5 to 0.6 gm/dl of poly C to about 0.15 gm/ dl of 

the polymer. Viscosity measurements were made at two salt concentra

t'..ons (0. 05 a'.'ld 0. SM) at each pH and concentration of poly C. The in-

1:.::'insic viscosity was obtained by extrapolating the reduced viscosity :o 

;;ero concentration. 

The viscosity data are plotted in figure 5 The intrir.sic 

viscosity of poly C at neutral pH (pH 7. 5) is much highecc than that of poly 

C at pH 4. 85 and 3. 75. The in~rinsic viscosity of the polymer in a 

medium containing O.OlM tris, pH 7.5, and 0.05M sodium chloride, is 

0.84 dl/gm, while the intrbsic viscosity at pH 4.85 or pH 3.75, 0.05M 

oodiurn accto.tc, io 0.35 dl/gm. 

Furthermore, the reduced viscosi'.:y of neutral poly C is much 

more concentration dependent than is that of the acidic form. ~1 0r 

example, the reduced viscosity of neutral poly C (pH 7.5, 0.05M NaCl) 

A.t :::i. po1yYYl01" rnnrer .. ti:-.;:it:ion of 0. 5 g~/dl i.f;; I. 26 cll/grn, whereas the 

reduced viscosity of poly C, at the same pH anc conic strength and a 

poly C concen::ration of 0. 15 gm/cl, is 0. 93 dl/ gm. On t.':te o:her hand, 

the reduced viscosity of poly Cat pH 4. 85, ionic strength= 0, 05, is 
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Figure 5. Reduced viscosity versus the concentration of poly C at 

different pH anC. <'lc><et,.olyt<" ronr<>ntl'.'~tions; pH 7 .. 5, 0. OlM 

trio, 0. 05M NaCl _.._ , pH 7. 5, 0. OlM tris, O. 5M NaCl, 

-X-X-; pH 3.75, 0.05M Na-ac<:LaLe (e); pH ·4.85, O.OSM 

Na-acetatG (O); pH 3.75, 0.5M Na-acetate (ll); pH 4.85, 

0. 5M (.t..). 
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alrnost the same at pnly C cnnc,.11fr:itir>r_s of 0. 5 gni/dl ar.d D. 15 gm/dl. 

All of tl:ese observations <tre in agreement with the results of Steiner 

and Beers (43), wr.ich indicate a recuction in the radius of gyr<ttion of 

:;ioly C as it changes from the neutral to the acidic form. 

Changes of salt concentration oveo:- the range 0. 05M to 0. SM have 

only a small effec: on the reC.uced viscosity of acidic poly C, The vis

cosities of the polymer at pH 4. 85 and at pH 3. 7S are the same at the 

various concentra:ions of poly C. Similarly, :he viscosity of poly Cat 

any one ionic stre1:gth is the same at pH 4. 8.5 as at pH 3. 75. Thus, there 

is ::i.o difference between the viscosities of poly Cb :ho protor. stabil

ization zone and in the proton destabilization zone. 

The viscosity of acic!ic po:Cy G (pH 4. 85, pH 3. 75) is noticeably 

less in 0. SM than in 0. 05M salt. Tho effect of ionic strength on the 

viscosity of neutral poly C is, however, more obvious. The reduced 

viscosity of poly C, 0. 5 gm/dl, fr a mediun: containing 0. OlM tris 

(pH 7. 5) d.UU 0. DSM nudium chlurid<e, in 1. 26 <ll/gm. Thoe r<e<lu<:<eu vis· 

cosity of the same concentration of poly C on a solvent containing 0. SM 

sodium chloride and O.OlM t:::is (pH 7.5) is 0.82 dl/gm. These values 

may be compared with those for the same concentrations of salt and for 

acidic poly G. The reduced visco•ity of poly C (0. 52 gm/ell) at pII 4. 85, 

0, 05M salt, is 0, 36 dl/gm, and the viscosity of poly Cat the same pH 

and a salt concentration of O. S:!:v! is 0, 27 dl/gm. 
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The rerlnrtinn in th0 vi ~rn~ity nf rnly C: r.;,.11~crl. 'by a high 88.1 t 

concen:ration (0. 5M) is prooably d·.ie to a :reduction in the electrostatic 

expansion of the polymer 'oy the high sal:: concentration. High salt con-

centration reduces the repulsive electrostatic charge on the polymer. 

The result is a marked reduction in reduced viscosity, especially at 

?Olyr.:lcr concentracons at wr.ich polymer-polyr.Jer inter2.ction cor.irib::ites 

largely to the reduced viscosity. At very low concentrations of polymer, 

:h':s interaction is r:oi:oimi:<ed, ar.d the effe<.:ts of sal~ concentration on 

viscosity are less obvious. 

The exte:lt of repulsive charge interaction wil:, depenci on the 

orientation of the charges with respect to one another within the molecule. 

Thus, the reason why the effect of ion:.c strength on the reduced viscosity 

of acidic poly C (even at high poly C concentration) is not great :may very 

well be attributed to the for::nation of so::ne specific struc:ural conforma-

tior on tr_is pH region--a conformation in which elcctrost2.tic expansion 

is small due to the oµec.:;ific.; di::;f)Ul::iiLiun uf Ll1~ c..:l:.a.rg~s 011 tl1e r1:ioleculc. 

Ultracentrifugation measu:::ements 

The distribution of sedimentation coefficients of the poly C sample 

employed is a fairly 'noad one. For poly Cat pH 7. 5, 0. SM sodium 

25% is 6. 2. For the sedimentation studies of poly C a.t pH 4. 85, the 

-3 
solutio:>s were p:!'epared by dilution with l x 10 sodium chloride in aE 

acidic ·~uffer, from two different concer-t:!'ations of poly C. This was 
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U.0111;:. 111 order to dcterrnir'!.e the extent of formation 0£ otablc a.ggrcgatco 

(Doty and Fresco, 9). The helix of poly C as formed at low co,-iccntra-

tions was ob:ained by diluting poly C in buffer (pH 4. 85) to a cor:centration 

of 0.1 mg/ml. This preparatio:'l yielded a 
5

20, 50% of 10.1, 
3

20, 25% of 

7,7, o.ndS2.0, 75%of 13.2. ThehelixofpolyC asformedatlc.ighcon-

centratio'1 was obtained by diluting poly C in buffer (pH 4. 85) to a con-

centration of 4 mg/ rr.1, and tl:er. further diluting it to approximately 50 

e.g/n:l for the ultr<~.centrifugation. The S values ob':ained for '..he poly C 

form characteristic of high 11oly C <'oncentr:ition wt:. pp not significa.ntly 

diffel'en': from those characteristic of low concentration, i. e. , 50% 

s s 
of 10.3, 20, 25% of 7.5, and 20, 75% of 12..1. 

In spite of the high poly-dispersiiy of the poly C sample, it 

appears that the S values of t.>i.c acidic form a"c slightly higher than those 

of the neutral form.• Thus, some kind of molecular aggregate formation 

at pH 4. 85 is indicated by the uctracentrifugation data. If such stable 

aggregates involv:ng a variable number of molecules arc able to exist, 

o:i.e would expect ~he sc,dimentation coefficient of acidic poly C frorr: a 

high .:ioly C cor.centration to be higher than :hat found for poly C from 

low concentration of the polymer. How eve!', as indica tee previously, 

the g values of tho acidic form arc clearly independent of thci concentra tio:'.l 

of poly C in the original solution. It follows then :hat poiy C only forms 

specific stable aggregates at pH 4. 85--an aggregate which appears to r>c 
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a specofic property of the molecule at :his pH, and independent of the 

concentration history of the polymer. The possibility exists, however, 

that other less specific aggregates, w!-i.ich cannot be identified by ult:ra-

centrifugation, exist in the solutions. 

Effect 0£ urcn. on poly C 

Urea is moderately effective en lowering the Tm of poly C, as 

shown in table 4. In contrast, it is ineffective in lowering the Tm of 

Table 4. Effect of Urea on the Tm of Poly C 

Urea Con- Expected Tm J,;m Observed D. Tm D. Tm/M 
pH cer1tra tj on without Urea in Urea C' of Urea 

C' c• 

4. 85"' 3M 71. 5 63. 8.5 
SM 71. 5 53.5 18. 0 

4.0S 3M 81.3 63. 18.3 
5M 81. 3 44. 37.3 

3.65 3M 73. 39.5 33.5 
SM 73. ·" i sb > 58 

a) 0. lM ='la acetate buffer 
~) Solution became cloudy at lower temperature. Beginning of the 

transition was observed. 

poly A (Ts'o ct al., 48). The presence of !JM urea causes a l'/.:o• 

decrease in the Tm of poly C at pH 4. 85 (0, l sodium acetate). An 

•c/M 

2.8 
3. 6 
6. 1 
7. 6 

11. 2. 
> 12 

equivalent concentration of urea cause:; only a 2°C drop in the Tm of 

poly A at pH 4. 85. The effect in bofr. cases is due not to any change in 



The pH of a 0. 2M sodium acetate solution b11ffored "t pH 4. 4 is essonti-

ally the same at 40° as at 20'C, independently of the 5M urea. 

It is intere;;ting to note that the effectiveness of urea increases 

with hydrogen 1on concentration of the solution. This effect is apart 
• 

from the proton effects wr_ich, as we havG SGen, can ·~e divided :nto two 

contrastbg pH zones. The effect of urea on poly A is fr.dependent of 

pH, despite the fact that the Tm of ?Oly A in the absence of urea is 

~trungly dependent on pH and ionic strength of the solution (Ts 'o et al., 

48). The drop in Tm of poly A caused by 5M urea is 2°C ~oth at pH 4. 85 

and at pH 4. 4, after corrections have been made for the contributions 

of hydrogen ion concentration to the Tm of the polymer. In contrast, 

the cor.rcctoC.. decrea.oe 111 Tr11 u! poly C caused b·y 3M "..lrea is 8. !:>" a.t 

pH 4. 85, 18' at pH 4. 0, and 35° at pH 3. 65. 

Though a direct compa:rison cannot be made without serious 

reservations, urea does appear to be far less effective in lowering the 

Tn1 of pol'y C than are some of the aro1J:]at..ic I;':.ng l.'.urnpo-.lnds in lowering 

the Tm of poly A and DNA. For example, lM purine causes an approx-

imately 40° to 80'C drop in the corrected Tm of poly A (Ts 'o et al., 48). 

This is much greater than the largest value obtained for the effect of SM 

urea or. poly C at pH 3. 65 ( 12-15°/molur c:oncentnition of cued). Huwcver, 

pyrimidine and phenol are only slightly more effective ir. lowering of the 

TP-1 of poly A or of DNA than is SM urea in lowering the TP-1 of poly C at 
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pH 3. 65. The dccrcn,sc in Tm cciused by phenol (16° /M phenol) on DNA 

or poly A is comparable to the 6ecrease i:l the :ransitio:l c:emperaturc 

causod by 5M urea on poly C at pH 3. 65 (12-15°C/molar concent:ratio:;. 

' of urea). 

The nff<"c:t:ivt>n.ess nf nr<>a (t, Tm/M urea) increases with the con

centration of ur ca employed, a phenomenon :ho opposite of that found 

with tho arorr.atic ring compoun6s. This fact is also contradictory to 

:he conclusion arrived at by Peller (30) on the basis of his theoretical 

analysis of the thermal transitoon of po:ypeptides in bonary solvent systems. 

According to this the():ry, the Tm of the polymer should vary directly with 

th~ activity of the reactant, especially when K, the equilibrium constant 

of the reaction, is relatively ter.:iperature-independent. Schel:.m<tr: (39) 

has observed that the K of urea-polypepti6e interaction is rather insensi

t~ve to temperature change. Since the activity of urea per molar con

centration of urea is expected to decrease at higher concentration of 

u:::ea, one would ?rcdict thn.t the effect of urc;:t on the Tm 0£ poly:n:lors 

such as polypeptides and perhaps polynucleotides woul6 decrease with 

increasing urea concentration. The analysis, however, may represent 

an oversimplification of lhe situation, since fae interaction of urea with 

poly C (o:':' any other polymer) wi1l he .l.nf11_1enced hy the <)ther rnn'lpnnA1"1t_~ 

of the solvent system. Such interaction might well be a complicated 

functio:;. of urea concen:ration and of temperature. 
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appears, however, that u:rea may act both as a hydrogen bond and a 

hydrophobic bond breaker. The rela tivc importance of the two effects 

will depend a great deal on :he macromolecular struc:tt:re of :he polyrr:c~, 

its degree and nature of salvation, and the nature of the macromolecule 

ar.d the solvent in which it is dissolved. Since all suggestions about 

the relative importance of these interdependent factors have so far 

been merely speculative, any a:tempt to explain the mechanisms of 

urea-poly C interaction will be equally speculative. Therefore, no such 

a:tcmpt will be made at :his time. 
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DISCUSSION 

(A) Helical Form of P C in Acidic Solution 

Three lines of evidence here and in previous publications (Ts 1o 

et al., 47; Helmkamp and Ts 1o, 19) suggest that poly C in acidic: solution 

assumes the conformation of a regular, compact, and perhaps helical, 

structure. 

I Helix Coil Transition 

The optical properties of poly C undergo an abrupt transition over 

a narrow range of temperature. This is indicative of a cooperative con

formational change. Similar cooperative conformational changes have 

been observed for DNA and other polynucleotides (poly A, poly A-poly U 

and poly I) when they are initially in the compact helical form. In no 

case as yet does the coil form of any polynucleotide undergo such abrupt 

changes in optical properties over a small range of temperature. Since 

the polynucleotide8 a.re ::;Lruclura.lly very slrulla..r lo one another, one 

would expect their bulk physical-chemical properties to be generally 

similar, It can be understood on a theoretical basis why the random coil 

form alone cannot undergo a cooperative temperature dependent transi

tion. Warner (50) has used the theoretical treatment of Peller (30, 31) 

and of Hill ( 20) to relate helix-coil transition theory of polynucleotides 

to common thermodynamic parameters: 
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(6 H 
Since l F at Trn is zero (frorn transition theory), l S = Tm ) 

If 6H and 6S are independent of temperature, t::. F = (Tm-T).t:iS 

ti F can be related to the helix coil transition parameter of Hill 

(20) by the equation /:, F = -RT ln 
j x 

O' 

/::; F, the free energy difference between the helix and coil form, represents 

the difference in free energy due to horizontal interactions between chains 

and that due to interaction along the length of the chain. The term( jQ' ) 

j 
defines the ratio of partition functions for coil units and helical units~ 

The term ( ~) contains the contribution of Van der Waals interaction of 
y 

stacked bases, solvent interactions, and configurational entropy change 

in the helix and the coil transition. 
2 

The transition parameter, z /xy, 

appears in the equation 

2 
6 F = -RT ln 

O! \3 
z 
xy 

{Warner, 50) 

It represents the probability of increase in length of an established coil 

sequence, as compared to the probability of forming a new one. The 
2 

parameter ( ~) is usually small, and thus !::. F is large. It is this 
xy aS 

large t::. F (Steiner, 42) which causes the steepness of the transition as 
(absorbency versus temperature) of helical polynucleotides. If one knew 

the fraction of coil residues Xe, values for the parameter j x/ j y ( = a) 
CL S -

2 
and z /xy (= ~· one could calculate the shape of the helix-coil transition 

curve for polynucleotides from the equation 



where 

x -.1. -2 

~ 
[ 1 + ( _r_) J 
- - r+4 
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(Warner, 50) 

-1 2 
r = b [ (1-a) /a] (the negative sign is used for a <l. 0 

and the positive sign for ~ > 1. 0) 

If one makes a reasonable arbitrary substitution for the parameter a, 

which by definition is proportional to the stability of the complex, one 

can calculate Xe as a function of temperature. If the same value of a 

is assumed for poly C at pH 7. 5 and pH 4, but assumes h = l and h 

much less than 1. 0 for the polymer at pH 7. 5 and pH 4. 0, respectively, 

curves similar in curvature to the experimental ones are obtained when 

Xe is plotted as a function of temperature (°K). Furthermore, the 

theoretical curve obtained for b = 1 is very similar. to the experimental 

curve one obtains by measuring absorbency versus temperature for poly 

Cat pH 4. 8 in the temperature range 80-100°C. It is thus sensible to 

associate low values of b with more organized structure. This method 

has been used by Warner (50) for poly (A+U), for which case he has 

shown that b for helical poly (A+U) is of the order of 0. 005 in 0. lµ, salt 

over the temperature range 30-80°C. 

Thus, Llu:!St:: cuasldc:ra.tlow> .i11dlca.ic: iha.i a. high value: uf 6F 
Olp 

is a good measure of a cooperative conformational change, as is an 

abrupt transition of optical properties of a polynucleotide over a narrow 

temperature range. Furthermore, it should be apparent from the defin-

ition of 6 F , that whenever this kind of an abrupt temperature dependent 
OIS . 
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structural transition is observed, it must involve some kind of equi-

libration between coil and the helix. 

II Hyperchromicity and Optical Rotation 

Poly C in acidic solution has a much lower E and a higher 
max 

20° 
+(O!) than doP. s an P.q11i rnol a r a mount of the corresponding monomeric 

form. Exposure to elevated temperatures causes an increase in E 
max 

and a decrease in +(n') t. Hypochromicity can best be associated with 

direct interaction between the bases. This interaction may result from 

the stacking of the nucleotide bases in an o1"g>·tni7.erl Rtructure and with 

a consequent marked restriction of their movement, as compared to 

the situation for the corresponding monomer or oligonucleotide. With 

an organized structure, such as helical poly Cat 25°C, this effect will 

be much more pronounced than with a disordered form such as that 

obtained by heating the polymer. Similarly, one can associate the higher 

dextrorotatory power of acidic poly C (20°C), as compared with that of 

the heated form, with a greater asymmetry of the molecule at the lower 

temperature. This, however, is only a relative statement. The data 

25" show that the E of neutral poly C is very low, and that the +(O') max 

is very high even under these conditions. No simple explanation can 

be given to this apparent contradiction. As mentioned earlier, however, 

it is possible that there is a considerable interaction amongst the polymer 

molecules even at neutral pH. Such interaction need not imply helix 

formation. Hypochromicity, taken by itself, is not sufficient evidence 
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for the existence of helical conformation. For example, the dinucleoside 

phosphates derived from 6-dimethyl amino-purine show a 35 per cent 

hyperchromicity on degradation (Michelson, 24). Evidently no helical 

conformation can be associated with this dinucleotide. However, the 

behavior of hypochrotnicity or hyperchromicity with respect to certain 

well-defined variables, such as temperature, nature of solvent, or pH, 

can, if used wisely, serve to identify the existence of a helix. Pertinent 

8 5 ° 25 .. 
to this argument is the observation that the (E ) /(E ) for 

max max 
85° 25° 

poly C at pH 7. 2 ( 0. 1µ. salt) is 1. 09, whereas the (E ) I (E ) 
max max 

for the same polymer at pH 4. 03 (µ. = 0. 1) is 1. 22. This observation is 

consistent with the finding that denatured DNA, which presumably repre-

::;enL::; Lhe rnure tli::; urtleretl fur rn uf DNA, exhil>it::; le::;:::; hy perchromicity 

on heating from 25° to 100°C than does the native helical form. 

III Visco 

The lower viscosity of acidic poly C as compared with the neutral 

form has been discussed. The r clativc dependency of viscosity on poly 

mer and electrolyte concentration as the neutral form of poly C is 

changed to the acidic form has also been considered. A similar pattern 

of behavior has been observed for helical poly A, poly A-poly U, and 

poly I. The observed decreased dependency of the acidic form on poly-

mer and electrolyte concentration can only mean that the acidic form 

possesses a more compact structure than does the neutral form. This 

conclusion, combined with the other evidence and arguments presented 
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above, leads one to the conclusion that the structure of acidic poly C 

is not only regular and compact, but also helical. 

(B) Proposed Scheme for the Pairing of Cytosines of Helical Poly C 

The physico-chemical data presented above provide some infor

mation on the hydrogen bonding scheme which helical poly C may assume. 

These data indicate that the hydrogen bonding pattern of acidic poly C in 

solution may be similar to that of cytosine -5-acetic acid in crystal form, 

as deterrnined by Marsh et al. (23). This scherrie (fig. 6) consists of a 

pair of cytosine residues, hydrogen-bonded together across the center 

of the helix. The amino group of the first cytosine residue (N
7

) is 

hydrogen-bonded to the carbonyl oxygen (0
8

) of the second cytosine 

residue, the amino group (N
7

) of the second cytosine residue is hydrogen

bonded to the carbonyl oxygen (0
8

) of the first cytosine residue. In 

addition, a single proton is located between, and shared across the 

center by, the N 
1 

atoms of two cytosines. Thus, the helix is stabilized 

both hy hydrogen bonding of amino to keto groups, and by charge effects 

due to the additional proton on the two ring nitrogens. This structure 

involves protonation of only one-half of the cytosines and is not possible 

in the unprotonated or in the fully protonated form of poly C. 
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R 

c, 

R 

Figure 6. Diagram of the proposed scheme for the pairing of 

cytosines of helical poly C. 
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FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF THE SCHEME 

The relative distribution of charge around the cytosine molecule 

has already been discussed. It has been clearly shown that the ring 

nitrogen {N 
1
) is surrounded by a negatively charged environment com-

pared with the other nitrogen atoms. It thus possesses the highest pKa 

value. Hence, any addition of protons in the pH range 5.5 to 4.0 will 

go to the ring nitrogen (N 
1
), In support of the proposed scheme, there-

for A, thP. data show that the initial addition of protons to the N 
1 

nitrogen 

of the cytosine (pH 5. 5-4. 2) tends to stabilize the helix. This is to be 

expected if the N 
1

H(+) .... N hydrogen bonding is important in the forma-

tion of the helix. Furthermore, in the zone of proton stabilization, i.e., 

in the pH zone above the pKa of the N
1 

nitrogen, addition of electrolyte 

weakens the helix by reducing the electrostatic attraction. This electro-

static shielding provided by high salt will tend to reduce the affinity of 

poly C for protons, and therefore decrease the stability of the helix in 

this zone of insufficient proton availability. After a certain number of 

protons have been added, further addition of protons will tend to de-

stabilize the helix. In this zone of proton destabilization, addition of 

electrolytes strengthens the helix by reducing electrostatic repulsion 

+ + + + 
of the type (NH .... HN)----> {NH + NH). This reduction of affinity 

of poly C for protons by electrostatic shielding therefore stabilizes the 
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poly C helix in this zone of excess protons. The transition of poly C 

from the proton stabilization zone to the proton destabilization zone does 

not involve any gross change in structure or conformation. This is 

clearly shown by the similarity of the data for pH 4. 85 and pH 3. 7 5 from 

optical rotatory dispersion, viscosity, and ultraviolet spectroscopy 

measurements. 

It might be asked if protonation of the amino group, especially 

at very low pH, can make any significant contribution to the interaction 

of poly C in solution. It is intuitively easy to see that protonation of the 

ring nitrogen (N 
1

) will grossly decrease the pKa of the amino nitrogen, 

and therefore decrease the probability of its being protonated at the pH 

range 4. 0 and higher. At much lower pH, protonation of the amino 

nitrogen, as well as of the ring nitrogens, would lead to a gross destabil

ization of the cytosine molecule, and therefore, to a marked change in 

ultraviolet spectrum and dispersion constants of the molecule, Such a 

drastic change is not indicated by the data. It is therefore reasonable 

to conclude that only one proton per cytosine is added to the polymer 

molecule in the pH range 4. 0 to 5. 5, and that this proton goes almost 

exclusively to the N 
1 

nitrogen. 

Langridge and Rich (21) have recently and independently arrived 

at the same hydrogen bonding scheme for the helical poly C from data 

based on X-ray fiber diagrams, titration, and infrared spectroscopy 

measurements. Poly C fibers prepared at pH 1s above 5. 5 show no 
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jndic.ation of internal order. This conclusion is based on the findings 

that the molecule in this pH region (above pH 5. 5) shows no sharp reflec -

tions and gives approximately zero birefringence. Below pH 5. 5, how-

ever, the polymer shows high negative birefringence and sharp reflec-

tions. The diffraction pattern in this pH range indicates that the molecule 

is highly oriented. In contrast to DNA, the reflection of poly C does not 

change with humidity (0-lOOo/o). This suggests that very little water is 

accommodated in the poly C lattice. 

0 

The helical form thus obtained has an apparent pitch of 18. 65 A, 

and about 6 residues per helical turn. Adjacent asymmetric units in the 

0 

polymer chain may be related by a translation of 3. 11 A along the helix 

axis and by a rotation of 6U"', The diameter of the helical molecule is 

0 

about 13. 5 A. This relatively large diameter indicates that the molecule 

is not single-stranded. Since adjacent nucleotide residues are related 

by a 60° rotation (rather than 30° rotation), it is concluded that the 

strands are antiparallel. Fibers drawn at very low pH (proton destabil-

ization zone) exhibit less ordered diffraction patterns than those drawn 

above pH 4. 0. This is compatible with the previous interpretation 

{Akinrimisi et al. , 2) that excess protons tend to destabilize the poly 

C helix. 

A molecular model has been constructed (Langridge and Rich, 21) 

in which the bases are tilted slightly from the helical axis in a propeller-

like fashion to preserve the two-fold rotation axis. This model shows 
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that the two antiparallel chains are very close together in the helical 

conformation. This observation appears to explain the importance of 

the N + H .... N hydrogen bonding which, probably because of its short 

length and high energy, may act to bring the two strands close together 

in the helical conformation. Thns, the data on poly C and the interpreta-

tion of the data presented above is fully supported by the X-ray diffraction 

patterns of Langridge and Rich. Recently, Hartman and Rich (unpub

lished) have reached similar conclusions on the helical nature of poly G 

from physico-chemical studies of the polymer in acid and neutral solu-

tions. 
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SUMMARY 

The T of polycytidylic acid in acidic solutions of various pH 
m 

levels, ionic strengths, and urea concentrations has been investigated 

by measurements of absorbency and Rpecific rotation versns temper-

ature. Other physico-chemical properties of polycytidylic acid in solution 

were also studied, such as optical rotatory dispersion, viscosity, and 

sedimentation coefficients. The data support the notion th.at the poly-

cytidylic acid in acidic solution assumes a helical structure with a 

hydrogen bonding scheme similar to that of the cytosine-5-acetic acid 

in crystal. This scheme consists of a pair of hydrogen bonds formed 

between the amino groups and the keto groups of the two cytosine 

residues in the helix, with an added proton in between shared by the 

two ring nitrogen atoms" 
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PART II 

INTERACTIONS OF PURINE WITH PROTEINS AND AMINO ACIDS 
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IN TROD UC TION 

General Properties of Proteins in Organic Solvents 

Studies of protein structure in non-aqueous solvents and in 

water-organic compound mixtures are important for the following reasons: 

(a) Useful information can be obtained about the nature of the 

interactions between the protein solute and its solvent. If the properties 

of the solvent are well defined a.nd clea.rly untleroLuuu, su(.;h .iuforn1ation 

can lead to useful conclusions about the most probable structure of the 

same or other protein molecules in another well defined solvent. 

(b) Isolation procedures for some proteins involve the use of 

certain organic solvents. It is important to know what kind of structural 

modifications take place when the proteins are dissolved in these non

aqueous solvents. 

(c) Many proteins are closely associated with organic compounds 

in the living systems (lipid, nucleic acids, etc.). It is possible that 

this organic environment has a great deal to do with the conformation, 

and therefore the reactivity of these proteins. 

The conformation of any given protein is determined, in part, 

by the nature of the solvent-i=rnlute interactions. The most important of 

these are electrostatic interaction, hydrogen bonding, and hydrophobic 

interaction. These three factors act cooperatively and dependently to 

determine th.e conformation of proteins in solution. The relative 
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contribution to the free energy of the native protein conformation of any 

of these factors will vary with the nature of the solvent, and the structure 

of the protein in question. To simplify the discussion, however, these 

three factors will be considered separately. 

I. Electrostatic Interaction 

The most important electrostatic interaction affecting the stability 

of proteins is the attractive-repulsive type. The electrostatic contribution 

to the free energy, F , of the protein conformation is the work done in 
e 

placing charges on the macromolecule. Thus, F of the protein is a 
e 

function of ~· the charge on the macromolecule, and of D, the dielectric 

constant of the solvent. The Debye-Huckel equation: 

-F = 
e 

( _!_ -
b 

K 
1 + K 

a 
) (Cohn and Edsall, 7) 

gives only a rough measure of F , and even then, for a spherical, com
e 

pact, and solvent impermeable model of protein molecule. (a = distance 

of closest approach of charged molecule to protein; b = radius of protein 

molecule; e = unit charge; and K = the function of ionic strength in the 

Debye-Huckel theory.) It is obvious that most proteins do not conform 

to this hypothetical modeL Hill ( 15), Tanford ( 40), and a few others 

have derived several modifications of the Debye-Huckel theory that may 

be used for the analysis of the electrostatic free energy of proteins in 

aqueous solution. In general, the analyses are cumbersome, and often 
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inadequate for making precise predictions about the relationship of F 
e 

to conformational changes in proteins. 

Certain proteins, e.g. ribonuclease, do not expand even in acid 

solution (Buzz el and Tanford, 5). On the other hand, the conformation 

of some other proteins (the serum albumins) is very sensitive to changes 

in pH and ionic strength (Yang and Foster, 53; Tanford et al. , 40). In 

contrast to these, ovalbumin and pepsin expand irreversibly after 

acquiring a considerable amount of charge (Gibbs et al. , 14; Endelhoch, 

10). Thus, it is not possible at this stage to make a general theoretical 

prediction on the relationship of Z or D to the conformational changes in 

proteins. When proteins are dis solved in organic solvents, especially 

in the absence of salts, the validity uf any such predictions becomes even 

more dubious. 

In spite of these complications, however, certain generalized 

statements, based on empirical observations, can still be made on the 

relationship of Z and D to F of proteins in different solvents (Singer, 
- - e 

39). 

(a) If D is about the same for a non-aqueous solvent as in water, 

the quantity (F ) /(F )H 
0 

will tend to increase positively in the presence 
e s e 

2 
of large Z (the po.ro.meters (if ) 

e s 

the electrostatic free energy in the non-aqueous solvent and in water). 

This increase will in most cases lead to the destabilization of the native 

conformation of the proteins in the non-aqueous solvent. 
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(b) If Z and D both make significant contributions to F in both 
- - e 

solvents (aqueous and non-aqueous), the end result is usually very dif-

ficult to predict. 

(c) In weakly protic or non-protic solvents with small D, the 

quantity (F ) is less than (F ) 
0

, and therefore the electrostatic 
e s e H

2 
tendency for the proteins 1 conformation to be destabilized in these 

solvents is substantially decreased under its magnitude in water. 

IL Hydrogen Banding 

It has been suggested that intrapeptide hydrogen bonds, taken by 

themselves, cannot make substantial contribution to the stabilization 

of the native conformation of proteins in aqueous solution (Kauzman, 18; 

Schellman, 33; Klotz, 20). The carbonyl group in the peptide amide is 

a relatively good proton acceptor. On the other hand, the amide-NH 

group is a very weak proton donor. Thus, the resulting hydrogen bonding 

between the -C=O and -NH group in proteins is a rather weak one, es-

pecially in aqueous solution (Schellman, 33). Furthermore, compounds 
0 

with the same proton accepting capacity as the -C-NH group will compete 

effectively in accepting protons from the -NH group of protein amides. 

Thus, organic solvents like carboxylic acids and amides (formamide, 

urea.) ahould be effective in disrupting the hydrogen bonds in native pro-

teins, while solvents like the alcohols should be less effective. Water, 

however, accepts and donates more than one proton per molecule. It 

should therefore be fairly effective in disrupting the internal hydrogen 

bonding in proteins. 
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It should be obvious from the above that the destabilization of 

the helical conformation of any protein by hydrogen bond exchange is 

a very complex operation, especially in a binary solvent system. It 

involves a competitive hydrogen bond formation in all chemically pas sible 

pel"'m11tations with the different components of the solution. The nature 

of the interactions depends on the chemical ·nature and relative concen-

tra tions of the components. This complex relationship probably explains 

why urea is not very effective in participating in an effective hydrogen 

bond exchange with amides or peptides in aqueous solution (Schellman, 33). 

III. Hydrophobic Interactions 

Hydrophobic interactions have been implicated as an important 

factor responsible for the stability of protein conformation in aqueous 

solution (Whitney et al., 52; Klotz et al., 21, 22; Kauzman, 18). Con-

sider a system of type: 

(Pure liquid hydrocarbon) ~ (Hydrocarbon in non-aqueous solvent 
mole fraction = X) ( 1) 

The unitary free energy change of the system, b. F = -RT ln X (Kauz-
u s 

man, 18}, where X = the mole fraction of the hydrocarbon in saturated 
s 

solution. D. F in this reaction can be large and positive. However, 
u 

in the reaction: 

(Hydrocarbon in water, mole fraction = X) ~ (Hydrocarbon in 
non-aqueous solvent, 
mole fraction = X} 

(2) 
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t 
t::.F , the unitary free energy change in an isothermal transfer process, 

u 

equals {/:::. F ) non-aq. 
u (!::. F )H 0 . 

u ') 
"' 

In general, the quantity !::. Ft is 
u 

negative. The same basic treatment may be applied to proteins in solu-

ti.on with protein side-chains representing the hydrocarbon system. The 

quantity 2:: /:::.Ft (taken over all non-polar residues) in proteins can 
u 

attain rather large negative values in water, depending on the protein 

structure. However, if protein is dissolved in an organic solvent, the 

value :L 6 Ft can approach zero, or becomes positive. Thi!::i followi:> 
u 

from the conclusion drawn from reaction I. 

When any hydrocarbon is dissolved in water, water tends to form 

an ordered structure around it {Claussen, 6; MUller et al., 26). This 

usually is acco1npanied by a positive free energy change, sometirnes 

without a large positive change in enthalpy. Apparently, the observed 

change in free energy is brought about almost exclusively by the con-

siderable loss in unitary entropy, !::. S , of the water. Prat eins, with 
u 

their exposed non-polar side-chain, will probably behave similarly in 

aqueous solution. 

From the above, it follows that the stabilization of the native 

conformation of proteins should diminish in organic solvents that can 

form hydrophohic honds with protein side-chain, unless there are other" 

factors neutralizing this effect. Even though this conclusion is based on 

deductions from an oversimplified model, i.e., the simple hydrocarbons, 

some evidence will later be presented to show that the conclusion is 

quite applicable to proteins. 
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It has been pointed out that the total hydrogen bond energy in the 

o: -helix of native proteins should be relatively weakened in aqueous 

solution, If, however, the hydrogen bonds are bn.ried in a non-polar 

environment, they should be less affected by the aqueous atmosphere. 

Thie is probably the cuoc in most globular proteins. 

Unfortunately, the chemical nature of hydrophobic interac ti.on is 

very vague, and therefore, unlike the other short-range forces previ-

ously discussed, no quantitative measur em en ts are available for its 

relative contributions to the native conformation of the proteins. In 

order to make the discussion on hydrophobic interaction more specific, 

hydrophobic bonds will be defined in terms of the London dispersion 

forces {Waugh, 49; Kauzman, 18). Consider the interaction of the 

molecules A-A and B-B strictly in terms of the London dispersion forces. 

The two molecules can be treated as solid spheres with radii rA and r
8

, 

respectively. In the reaction A-A t B -B _, 2 AB, 

2 I A IB ct A o:B ) J 
(IA +IB)(r A +rB)6 

o: =the polarizability and..!_ =the ionization potential of the molecules. 

With {r A) = ~; (IA/IB) = ~' one can define a positive parameter, 
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E=P+ 
7 3 

[ 1 2 13 Jo J 
- ( l + s) 6( l + 6) 

It can be shown that the last quantity in the bracket to the right has a 

value which can never be greater than 1. 0 for S and o between zero and 

infinity (Kauzman, 18). Therefore, ~ E is always positive, Further more, 

a closer examination of the last equation in the series indicates that the 

dispersion forces acting between groups tend to bring identical groups 

closer together. The magnitude of interaction is also strongly dependent 

on the polarizability of the interacting molecules. 

Certain properties 0£ hydrophobic interactions are not obvious 

from a molecular definition such as the one above. The thermodynamics 

of hydrophobic interaction reveal some of its characteristic properties, 

and some of these properties will be summarized below (Kauzman, 18): 

(;;i) Hyih-ophob:ir. bondR ri.re Rtabil:ized largely by entropy effacts. 

It has been estimated (Kauzman, 18) that about 20 entropy units accom-

pany the transfer of a non-polar aliphatic side-chain of proteins from 

an aqueous environment to a non-polar environment. 

{b) The transfer of an aliphatic side-chain from water to a non-

polar region in protein is endothermic to the extent of 100 to 200 cal/mole 

groups. For aromatic side-chains (phenylalanine), the transfer is 

more nearly ather.mal. 

(c} The free energy change in the transfer of the non-polar side 

chain from water to a non-polar environment is usually exergonic. 
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(d) Hydrophobic bonds involving aliphatic side-chains are more 

stable at room temperature than at O"C because of the endothermicity 

of the transfer of non-polar groups from water to non-polar environment. 

(e) The transfer is expected to be accompanied by a volume 

expansion np to about 20 rnl/rnole of aliphatic s:ic1e-chain and Rlightly 

less for the aroma tic side -chain. 

Most of the above properties are distinguishable from the hydrogen 

bonding and electrostatic properties. They can therefore be used as a 

qualitative guide for establishing the notion that hydrophobic bonds exist 

in protein side-chain. A few experiments will be mentioned to illustrate 

this approach. 

The rate of protein denaturation in urea has been observed to 

have a large negative temperature coefficient (Jacobsen et al., 16; Simp

son and Kauzman, 38). This observation is in agreement with one of the 

properties of hydrophobic interaction summarized above, namely, that 

the hydrophobic bonds involving aliphatic side-chains are rnore stable 

at 25°C than at 0°C. 

Lauffer et al. {23) observed that the protein of TMV (pH 6. 5, O. lM 

salt) is reversibly aggregated into rods at room temperature and dis

aggregated at O"C. Similar reversible disaggregation has been observed 

for sickle cell hemoglobin at low temperature (Murayama, 27) and for 

collagen at O"C (Fessler, 13). Apparently, these aggregations involve 

the interactions of non-polar side-chains, leading to a large positive 
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unitary entropy and a small positive enthalpy change. The enthalpy 

change brings about the observed temperature dependence. The inter-

action of sodium dodecyl sulfate with bovine serum albumin causes a 

volume increase of 6. 7 ml per mole of dye bound (Rosenberg and Klotz, 

30). Such volume change is as predicted for a reaction involving hydro-

phobic bonds. Evidences of this kind and several others clearly indicate 

that proteins can form hydrophobic bonds not only between side-chains 

on the molecule, but also with other molecules interacting with the pro-

tein. The next problem then is to establish the relative importance of 

hydrophobic bonds in the maintenance of protein conformation in solution. 

Here also, a few experiments will help to prove the point in question. 

RNAase completely unfolds in ethylene glycol containing salt 

{Sage and Singer, 36, 37). The hyperchromicity characteristic of the 

three anomalous tyrosines in RNAase is grossly diminished, and the 

pK of the phenolic-OH group is shifted from 6. 9 to 6. I. All the tyrosine 
a 

-OH in the molecule titrate similarly. What these phenomena imply is 

that in ethylene glycol, the hydrophobic regions of the molecules are 

all disorganized and all the tyrosine residues in the RNAase become 

accessible to water. However, the constant -b (which measures helical 
0 

content) for RNAase is 92" in ethylene glycol and 105" in water. Thus, 

RNAase has only unfolded in ethylene glycol. but has not lost most of its 

helical content. This, however, does not nee es sarily imply that the 

same helical .regions exist in water as in ethylene glycol. 
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A large volume fraction of ethylene glycol in water is required 

to bring about conformational change in proteins, whereas only a small 

amount of dioxane is required for the same purpose (Weber and Tanford, 

!JU). This is in accordance with the extent of their miscibility with 

organic solvents, and therefore their hydrophobic potential. But this 

cannot be regarded as a general rule. Formamide is very immiscible 

with hydrocarbon solvents, yet it is as effective as dioxane in effecting 

conformational changes in proteins. Here, however, the high dielectric 

constant of formamide will have to be taken into consideration in explain-

ing this anomaly. 

Doty and co-workers (8) found that a number of proteins are 

directly i:;uluLle in 2-chloroeLhariol. The hel.ical content (-b ) of the 
0 

proteins tends to increase in this solvent over that in water, and the 

effect is reversible. The effect of increase in b is probably the result 
0 

of decreased hydrogen bonding with the solvent, and also decreased 

decLrootatlc repuloive interaction due to low dielectric constant of the 

solvent. However, in spite of the weaker inter-peptide hydrogen bond 

in water over that in 2-chloroethanol, or greater electrostatic interaction 

due to higher dielectric constant in water, globular proteins still possess 

highly folded, compact helical structure in water. From thio, it is only 

reasonable to conclude that some factor other than hydrogen bonding is 

involved in structural formation. It has been suggested that this additional 

factor is hydrophobic. 
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Finally, Fas man ( 11) carried out the titration of different non-

ionic forms of polypeptides dissolved in chloroform with dichloroacetic 

acid (DCA) and trifluoroacetic acid (TFA). For the polypeptide poly-\3-

benzyl L-aspartic acid, poly-e -carbobenzyl-oxylysine, about 7 per cent 

and i8 per c:ent of the acids, respectively, are required to disrupt the 

helix, whereas poly-L-leucine is still completely helical in 100 per cent 

TFA and DCA. Apparently, the leucine side-chain is helping to maintain 

the helix in intact configuration because of the strong hydrophobic inter-

act:ion between the leucine side-chain. 

Studies by Tanford and others (41, 43) show that the conformational 

change occurring in \3 -lac to globulin at pH = 3. 0, ionic strength = 0. 0 2, 

on addition of non-aqueous solvents, goes through an intermediate struc-

tural change of type: 

(native) ;;:t (unfolded with intact helix) .z (refolding with higher 

helical content) 

I II III 

Stage I~ II is due to hydrophobic interaction of the solvent causing the 

molecule to unfold. Stage II•~ III is probably due to decreased dielectric 

constant of the solution resulting in decreased electrostatic repulsive 

interaction, higher ion pair, and hydrogen bond formation. 

Fur couvenience, therefore, one co.n represent the free energy 

contribution of the several factors involved in maintaining protein con-

for ma ti.on in aqueous solution as follows: 
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F =free energy due to loss of entropy 
s 

F =free energy due to electrostatic interaction 
P. 

F HI =free energy due to hydrophobic interaction 

F HB =free energy due to hydrogen bond 

F +F +F =F 
s e HI total 

In several proteins in organic solvents, or organic compound-water 

mixtures, F 
1 

- F B is still negative, whereas F 
1 

- F is 
to ta H to ta HI 

positive (i.e., destabilization of conformation). Thus, while F HI actually 

represents the highest stabilization factor, F HB pruua.uly makes the 

formation of a specific conformation most likely (Singer, 39). 

Properties of Purine 

Purine is a bicyclic aroma tic compound. It is very soluble in 

water, but only slightly soluble in mo st organic solvents. The results 

of molecular orbital calculations around the purine molecule indicate that 

position 8 on the imidazole portion of the molecule has the lowest pi-

electron density. This is because the pyrimidine portion of the molecule 

withdraws electrons from the imidazole portion. This asymmetric dis-

tribution of charges on the molecule gives rise to a molecula-r pe-rmanent 

dipole in purine. 

The physical interaction of purine derivatives with several poly-
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cyclic hydrocarbons has been studied by means of infrared spectroscopy 

(Booth.3tal., 1). 

Small but noticeable shifts in the infrared absorption spectra 

of caffeins and tetramethyl uric acid can be observed when they form 

crystalline aroma tic hydrocarbons. A similar and comparable shift is 

observed in purine when it is dissolved in chloroform in the presence of 

several of these polycyclic aromatic compounds. 

It has been shown that aqueous purine will dissolve carcinogenic 

hydrocarbons such as 3:4, benz-pyrene, benzidines, dibenzacridines. 

Booth and co-workers (1) have also shown that the solubility of certain 

polycyclic hydrocarbons is increased in a solution of sodium-deoxyribo-

nucleate. Weil-Malherbe (51) has prepared crystalline molecular com-

pounds of 1, 3, 7, 9-tetramethyl uric acid with pyrene, 3:4, benzpyrene, 

and coronene. 

Burton and Richards (3) concluded from their studies that purine-

polycyclic hydrocarbon complexes owe their stability to the lower energy 

of the crystal lattice of the complex as compared to those of the com-

ponents, and not to any specific force of attraction between the molecules, 

However, infrared studies of Booth et al. (2) on these complexes seem 

to contradict this point of view. For exa1uple, the frequency of the IR 

-1 
band for caffeine at 1701 and 1658 cm (which are due to the carbonyl 

-1 
group on caffeine), are reduced by about 5-10 cm on formation of a 

complex. 
-1 

On the other hand, the bands at 1026 and 974 cm , which are 
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mostly due to the C-N bonds closest to the C =O bonds are shifted to 

higher frequency in the same complex by about 4-7 cm -l. Finally, the 

aromatic C-H bands in the purine derivative which has been assigned to 

. -1 
the out-of-plane deformation mode of the C-H bond (7 50-850 cm ) are 

-1 
increased in the rnrnplP.x by .about 8-12 cm Similar shifts have been 

observed for some other purine derivatives when they form complexes 

with the polycyclic aroma tic hydrocarbons. The various changes in the 

frequencies can be related to changes in the corresponding bond force 

constants, arising from the deformation of the bonds. due perhaps to 

changes in bond distance, bond dipole, and bond dissociation energy. 

Such alterations in the properties of the bonds suggest that the purine 

derivative is involved in intermolecular physical interaction with the 

polycyclic compounds. In addition, the interaction is specific, and 

involves a force of attraction between the interacting molecules. 

The aromatic compounds do in general have large polarizabilities 

in the plane of the molecules. Therefore. if any two of such molecules 

should lie close to each other, they would be attracted to each other 

because of their mutual polarizabilities. Any such dipole association 

would be further stabilized by resonance hybridization. This probably 

accounts for the rather high stability of the purine-polycyclic complexes. 

It does not appear that hydrogen bonding is of any importance in the 

formation of these complexes. For example, 3:4, benzpyrene interacts 

strongly with some purine derivatives. The structure of this polycyclic 
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is such that it cannot form hydrogen bonding with the purine deriv

atives. 

The above mentioned properties of purine are of importance in 

understanding the observations of Ts'o et al. (44) concerning the inter

action of purine with the nucleic acids. They have been able to show 

by means of optical rotation, that purine and several of its derivatives 

decrease the melting temperature of DNA and poly A. The effect of 

purine on these polynucleotides is of many orders of magnitude greater 

than that of urea. This behavior of purine has been interpreted as 

resulting from an extensive hydrophobic interaction between purine and 

the polynucleotide molecules in aqueous solution. The purine apparently 

disrupts the ordered water structure around the bases of the helical 

polynucleotides, and at the same time weakens the hydrophobic stacking 

of the polynucleotide bases. This results in the observed decreased 

stability of the polynucleotide helices. 

Purine has also been observed to be extensively associated in 

aqueous solution. The osmotic studies of Ts 'o et al. ( 48) suggest that 

the aggregation of aqueous purine proceeds not only to the dimer stage, 

but further to higher polymer forms. Furthermore, the various steps 

in the polymerization process are goverened by the same equilibrium 

constant. The association process may be described as shown below: 
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2 
Kl:..-: B2/ (B 1) 

K2 = B3/ (Bl) (B2) 

K = B l / (B ) (B 
1
) 

n n+ n 

K = K = K = -------------------------K l Z j n 
n-1 n 

B n = K (B 1) • 

Schweitzer et al. (35) have used proton magnetic resonance to 

study the interaction of purine in solution. They observed that the 

chemical shifts of the protons at positions 2, 6, and 8 on the purine 

molecule change with the concentration of purine in solution. Such con-

centration dependent chemical shifts have been attributed to a consider-

able solute-solute interaction in aqueous purine. The dilution shift is 

claimed to arise from a partial overlap of the purine rings. The partial 

ring overlap resl.uts in the cancellation of the induced field reinforcements 

at a ring proton when it is in the environment of another ring proton, 

since the two induced components are parallel in opposite directions. 

Only an overlap of this nature will explain the direction of the chemical 

shifts. The model does not support the notion that hydrogen bonding is 

involved in the interaction. In the absence of any quantitative measure-

ments of the energy of the interactions, pi-pi electron non-bonding inter-

actions and dipole-dipole interactions have been suggested to be involved 

in the aggregation. 
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Properties of Urea as Denaturant for Proteins 

The denaturation of protein by urea has been extensively studied 

by several investigators (Kauzman, 18, 19; Schellman, 33; Klotz et al., 

21, 2.2.). In this section, the mechanism of protein denaturation by urea 

will be briefly discussed. 

The earlier investigators attributed the denaturation of urea to 

the formation of hydrogen bonds with the peptide linkages (>C=O .. HN<). 

The analysis to be presented below will show that this mechanism is 

unlikely in aqueous solution. Schellman (33) studied the thermodynamics 

of urea polymerization in solution. In a dilute solution of urea, the inter -

action will not proceed far beyond the dimer stage: 

2 urea (aq.) <=t (urea)
2 

(aq.) ( 1) 

Schellman suggested that the interaction can be represented as shown 

below: 

>C=O ••.• H-0-H + H 20 ••.• H-N< :;:.! H
2
0 •.•• H-0-H + >C=O .... H-N< 

( 2) 

It is conceivable that this type of interaction can result in a linear or 

cyclic dimer. Each cyclic dimer has two hydrogen bonds, whereas each 

linear dimer has one hydrogen bond of type >C=O •••. HN<. Therefore, 

the thermodynamics of reaction 1 will be different from the thermo-

dynamics of reaction 2. The thermodynamic valuesobtained per mole of 

- 2. 
urea for reaction 1 by Schellman are: K = 4. l x 10 ; L'lF = 1890 cal, 

t.S = -5.4 e.u., t.H = -2090 cal, and b.V = 3.2 ml. 
u 
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A new Dct of pc.ru~ctcr::i o.:rc defined for :reaction 2 at:: followl::l: 

his the enthalpy change (reaction 2.); Sd =entropy change due to the 

formation of a cyclic dimer from a Enear dimer;~ is the volume change 

accompanying reaction 2., and S is the unitary entropy change in 
. u 

reaction 2. Since the cyclic Climer form~ twic_c. ;i.s 11'1any" hyC:rogen 

bondings as the linear dimer, the rcla tionship between 1\ H and h is 

wr.ere fl and £2., respectively, represent the fraction of lin(,ar and 

cyclic dimers. 

£2 
With f = i.9 to 0. ~9. ;;nd 

1 
Sd = -3 to -6 (Schellman, 33 ). 

liH = -2090 cal, h = -1300 to -150D cal. 

Similarly, if or.e assumes that the volume change due ta the dimer ;,s 

twice that due to the monomer, one can write the relationship: 

anC. v = 2. l + 0, 2 ml. Now from D. s = (s + £ s ) , 
u u 2 c. 

Su= -3. 3 ! (0.1) e.u. 

Frorr: h and S , one can calculate f , wr.ich is the free energy of 
ll ll 

hydrogen bondi:1g in aqueous t:rea. 

f = h - Ts ; 
u u 

at 25°C f f = -400 + 100 cal. 
u 

This value is obvio·.isly too small to explain the effec:iveness of urea as 
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a donatura11t. lJl support of -..:l"le a.Dove cuuclu:::iiu:1ti, Levy et a.l. (24) 

have recently reported that the free energy of carboxyl-carboxylate 

hydrogen bonding of several dicarboxylic acids -is the same in water as 

7M urea at 25'C. 

The most currently acceptable mechanism for urea dcnaturation 

is that urea affects the intermolecular hydrophobic bonds stabEizing 

the conformai'..on of proteins in sobtio'1 (Kaazman, 18). Klotz ct al. (21) 

suggest that the effect of urea is on the water structure around the no::-i-

r)ola"t' sidf•-rli;::;.in of the protein molecule. Urea affects the solvent--

macromolecular solute interaction wr_ich is required for the stabilizatior. 

of the ::irotein molecule in solutior .• Appa.rently, the extensive perturba

tio::-i of this solvent-macromolecular solute interaction by urea results in 

the denaturation of the protebs (Kl()tz et ~1-. 2?.). 

The r.ot.io'1 that urea breaks hydrophobic bonds is suppo,,ted ':iy 

several experimental observations. Simko (Kauzma1:, 18) observed that 

the solubility of diethyl keton0 is 40 pe!' cent greater in 8M urea than in 

water. Schlenk (34) reported that ';he solubility of n-valeric acid is 

markedly increased in the presence of urea at 25°C. Denatured proteins 

usually becor.'."le more soluble in concentrated u"ea solution than in water 

(Kauzrr.an, 18). The aggregation of certain proteins tends to decrease at 

lower t0mperatures (Murayama, 27; Fe,;slcr, 13; Lauffer et al., 23). 

These observations are compatible witb the properties of hydrophobic 

interaction discussed in previous sections. Recently, Whitney and Tan

fo1•d ( 52) have studied the effec: of urea on the soL1b:lity of several amino 
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acids. All the amino acids with long hydrocarbon or aromatic side

chain are extensively solu3ilized by ui·ca. 

Tt.e above mcchar_isrr. does not, !i.owever, explain all the other 

:Jccondary i-cac.tio11s of u.L·~u wllL. !>ruLcins. Urea has been noted to 

promote -SH exchange in proteins. OccasionaEy, th:s leads to an ex

tc;insive aggregation of the proteins in solution (Echols et al., 9). How

ever, a contrary reaction has often been observed--namely, that urea 

cau~e~ the di~sociation of cc·rta:in complex protci11s i1~ solutlou (B urkt 4). 

Unless the first reaction is associated with impurities ir. urea a!ld the 

opposing reaction attributed to the breakbg of hydrophobic bonds, our 

presently accepted mechanism 0£ urea clcnaturation of proteins will have 

to bA mnilif:ied in ()rder ";o be a:ole to oxpl:::tin thooc contra3t:i.ng o·oserva-

Mention should be made of the very complex kinetics of protein 

denaturatioi: by urea. Kauzman a!ld co-workers (40) have studied fo.e 

ki::ietics of urea cienaturation of ovalb11rvli"1, ·The cffectivt;;~ reaction rato 

car:i be represcnteci as below: 

-cl ~N]/dt = k [~NJ Cm 

where: N = cor.ce!ltration of native protein, and S'.. is the concentration 

of urea. The parameter ::n decreases with increasing temperature. At 

o°C1 lTI - 15, ;it 30°C, m = 12u 5, ard at 50°G, 11.1::... 8 .. T11~: rt!la.~iun-

ship between the intrinsic '3incling constant K and m is shown below: 
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nK 
m= 1 +KC 

where: N = nilr::iber of sites to which urea is bound. 

Sine"' ::;i, by defir.ition, is inaopendent of urea concentration, it follows 

then that a decrease in m means a decrease in K. Thus, the expected 

result is not observed, that the interaction of urea with protein side-

chain shoald have a negative temperature coefficient. This suggests that 

the mechanism of urea denaturation might be mm:e complex than the 

mere breaking of hydrophob~c bonds, depending on the structure of the 

protein . 

• 
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EXPERIMENTAL APPROACE 

The approach used to study the interactions of purine with the 

proteins, as well as the purpose of the studies, wi'.l be dscussed in tr.is 

section. The rolatior..ship lJetwecn optical rotation anc1 macrornolc_~c·Jla:r 

conformatior. has been considered in Part I. P1·ote.bs do, in ge'1eral, have 

negative rotation. The specific rotation of most native pro~cins varies 

between -30° and -70° a'; 589 mµ.. The specific rotation of most denatur-

ated proteins is us·c1ally abo•J.t -100' (±. 50°) at 589 mu.. The negat~ve 

increase in rotation accompanying the theroal denat'-lration of several 

prote:ns takes place within a narrow temperature region. The relation-

ship of this to helcx-coil transition has been fally discussed in Part L 

Optical rotation measurements in the visible region have been 

successfully employee in the study of the ir:teractions of nucleic acids 

with various UV absorbing corr:pounds of biological irr:portance (Ts'o 

ct al., 4-4). Tl1if? technique is very sensitive to cl1.anges i·n cor~forx11.atior1 

of biopolyme.rs, ar.d op:ical activity versus temperature profiles of 

biopolymers can be measured in this wavelength region without inter-

fcrcncc from chromophores. Following this approach, optical rotation 

hai; been. me:;.st1red as a function o{ temperature for DNA and. poly A 

(Ts'o ct al., 44). ThG data show that the helix-coil transition temper-

atures (T ) of thy:nus ::JNA and helical poly A arc lowered by pyrimidines, 
:n 

purine, nucleosides, and several of their analogs and derivatives. The 
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effectiveness of these compounds in lowering the T of nucleic acids 
"'' 

was found to be greater than :hat of urea. The order of effectiveness 

amongst them i.r.dicates that hydrophobic stacking i.nlcractions are of 

Cndcrstanding of the nature of onteractions between nucleic acids 

()T' nucleotides anci proteins or amino acids is bccom:ng of increasir1g 

biochemical irnpoc-tance. An approach of the type outlined above will be 

U3cd to invcotign.tc the effect of 1)urinc or~ t.hc s.;.;conda.ry 8truct·.J.1·u oi pro-

teins. The free puri:>e base, rather thar. :he p:.irine nucleotide, will be 

useC., because, in spite of the high soh1bil1ty of purine, additional com-

pli.cations cue to charge effects arc minimal.. Also, as shown by Ts'o 

ot al. {44) 1 the effects cf purine on n~lcleic acid are the .9arne ~.;: tho~e 

of adcnosinc and guanine. Bovine serum albumin (BSA), ly sozyme, 

and ribonucleasc arc chosen as representative proteins. 

Since hydrophobic forces and stacking interactions appear to be 

chiefly responsible for intc:ractions between pcirine and nucleic acids, 

one might expect the effect of ?U::-ine on proteins to be principally upon 

the side-chains, ar..d especially on aromatic residues. The secondary 

structure of proteins might be expected to be J.css sensitive to pudne 

than that of nucleic ac:d. The latter expectation is based on what is 

known about the nature of interactio'1 of purine with other molecules fo 

solution (Ts 'o et al., 44, 48; Schweitzer et al., 35). The two expecta-

tions above will be st.own to be consistent with the experimental data 

that will be presented in later scct:ons. 
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RNA and amino acid activatir1g enzymes, involve both nucleic acids and 

proteins or arr.ino acods in close associatio'1. In such reactions, it is 

importa::lt to assess the :role of the secondary structure of these bio-

polymers. Changi:::ig the eny~ironment, such as raising the temperature, 

usually affects both biopolymers indiscriminately and non-specifically. 

We therefore need to search for compounds which preferentially affect 

the secondary structu.:re of '1UCleic acids, leaving proteins unattacked. 

Data llresc"!nt~d bAlow 1rit11r;:ite thctt the ~econda.ry stru.:.:ture of protein is 

retained at pudne concentratio'1 which de'1atures nucleic acids. Such a 

syster.'l for the selec:ive dcY>aturatio'1 of nucleic acids at room tcr.'lpcr

atu:re may allow one to control and investigate the contrcbution of 

secondary structure of nucleic acids in such biochemical reactio::ls" 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

MATERIALS: 

Pnrine was purchaoed frurr1 Cyt..:lu Cl1eLr1l1,,,,:r;1..l Co.rp., Lo!!> Angl!le~, 

Calif. For fu~ther purification, purine was dissolved in boiling absolute 

ethanol. Purified charcoal was added to the amount of 3 per cent by 

weight of the purine. The mixture was boC.led for 1-2 monutes, filtered 

n.nd distilled under 't"educed pressure to rerr1ove tl1e alcohol~ The purine 

crystallized out on cooling to room temperature. The elemental analysis 

of the purine shows tha: it contains 46. 6% nitrogen. It has an le of 
max 

260 mfL and an E of 6100 at pH 1. 0. The ratio of). at 280 mµ. 
rrlax max 

to) at 260 rn'1 is 0. 36, Its mel:ing point is 212-215•c. It is 
max 

chromatographically homogeneous. 

The ribonuclcase (5X crystallized) and bovine serum albumin 

(5X crystallizcc) were purchased from t:iigrna Ghemical Company, ::;t. 

Louis, Missouri. Lysozyme (3X crystallized) was purchased from 

Wo:!'.'thington Biochemical Corp., New Jersey" 

The amino acids and all other chemicals used were of reager.t 

grClde. 

Instrun:;cnta:io·n and Method of Analysis 

Optica~ rotation measurements were made with a Rudolph 2005 

polaromcter equipped with an oscillating polarizer and xenon and mercury 

n.rc ln.r.:1ps {TH 1o ct ;:i..l., 45). Tho 20 cm polat'in1etor u.tili:zed glass con-

struction with w«ter jacket and quartz window. The temperature of the 
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pola.rin10t.or tube wa.o read directly witl"l a t11cr111orr1ett.:.L (:1.:1U. 'i1elU d~ d.IlY 

desired temperature±_ O. 1 •c by the flow of water through both compart-

ments and the tube. Measureme'1ts of specific rotation were determined 

at protein cone en~raticms of 8-10 mg/ ml. 

pH measurements we.r(~ maciA with a radiometer pH meter 22, 

Co?enhagen, Denmark, and to an accuracy of±_ 0.1 pH units. 

Protein soluti.or,s of known concentratior. were added to purine or 

urea solution (except at ~he highest purine concentration, in which a known 

weight of pr otcin was added directly) to bring the urea or purbe solution 

to a known molar concentration (moles per liter). The molar concen-

tratio'1S of purine or urea were converted to molal concentration by 

n""'lcar1:5 of tl1e eq u.a.. Liu11: 

c 
(Ro bin con and Stoke, 2')) m = C. a. 001 cM 

whc:n: rn ~ mvl<il:ty; c =concentration in moks/liter; M = molecula" 

weight of soLtte; d =density of the solution. The molar to molal con-

version for purine ar.d urea is shown in table 1. The density of different 

concentrations of purine ant: of urea were determined in water to obtair. 

,;!_in the a.hove cxprco::.;ion. Figure 1 Bl-iow~ t11e var.i.at.i.ou of;!. w:il.11 purir1e 

and urea concentratio'1S. The molai activity coefficients determined 

by Ts'o et al. (48) for purine and those determined by Scatchard et al. 

(32) for urea were used to calculate the activity of the purine or urea 

in solt1ti.on. 
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Table 1. Values of Molarity (M) in MolaEty (m) for Purine and Urea 

Purine Urea 

Concentration (C) Molal Concentration (C) :Molal 
in moles per 1i ter cone en- in 'l"tlOl !~~ flAY' i.: t0Y' C: Ol'lC t~n-

(Molar) tra tion (Molar) :ration 
(m) (m) 

0. l 0 c. 10 0.50 0.51 
0. 20 C.20 1. 0 1. 1 
0.30 0. 31 1. 5 1. 6 
0.40 0.42 2.0 2. 2 
0.50 o. 52 2.5 z. 8 
0.60 0.63 3.0 3. 5 
0. 7 5 0.80 4.0 4.9 
l. u !. 1 5.0 6. 5 
1. 5 1. 7 
2.0 2.4 
3.0 ·4. 0 

The extinctior_ coefficients (E %, 1 cm) of the proteins were based 

upon dry weight determir.atio:-is. A known weight of protein was dis-

solved i" '::>uffer (0. lM K-phosphate, pH b. 54), and <:oncentratio:< f>c= =l 

determbed spcctrophotometrically. A known volume of thl! protein 

solution was concentrated at 80°C and then ciried in vacuo at 80°C until 

the d'-'Y weight of the protein was constant. The weight of the buf.fer salt 

obtained by procedure similar to the above was subtracted 'n t•ach cas". 

The E
1 
% obtained for ribonuclea s e is 7. 6 (1'. = 27 8 m;.t); 6. 7 for BSA 

Lkcrm max 

(\ = 278 m.1); and 25. 4 for lysozyme (1'. = 281 m.1). Yang (53) 
max in ax 

1% 
obtained E = 6. 7 for BSA. (dry weight). 

1 Cl'.:'.l 

The refractive cnC.iccs of the purine solut:io:lS were measured with 

a Zeiss Abbe refractometer. Refractive index corrections were made 
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for calculating the specific rotatio:cis for the protein-purine solutions. 

This usually represents a small correction even at the highest purine 

co01centration. The refractive index of purine at 4 molal concentration 

(25°C, 589 mµ) is !. 4080. The corrections were made with the rotation 

in wa.tcr as reference , using the equation 

?.. (a-) n + ') 
~ 

w w - Gr n ~ 2 p 
p 

where (a) and (a) , resocctively, reprcsen~ the specific rotation in water w p -

and i:i ":>Urine solution, and n and n the co·rresponding refractive indices - w p . 

ln w'1.ce!· 'm<l in purine •ulutio01. The refractive index of purine as a 

function of purine concentration is shown in table 2. 

Table 2.. Refr<L<etive Index of Purina Sol.ui:icm versu.s Pu.rine Concentration 

l..lurino conccntt"o.tion in 
moles per liter of water 

0. 00 (water) 
0. 75 
1. 5 
3.0 

Solubility Mea,::s11re111t.;11ts 

Refractive Index of 
Solution at zs•c, 
1' = 589 mµ, 

1. 3 3 26 
l. 3513 
1.3701 
I. 4080 

A know:1 weight of amino acid, together with 1 ml of solvent, 

was sealed in a 10-rr.l glass ampule. The solvent was O. lM K-phosphate 

":mffer, pH 6. 54, with o:: without purine of known activi'.y. The sealed 

::::in-:irnile~ were ,..;:haken in;;;;_ 5.S°C water lJath £01· 15 minute:;;. Under this 
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condition, the 301'..ltion wu.s ~1upc.rso..turnted at the temperat1.tre (2.ScC) 

at whic'.h the solubi.lity was measured. A single determination of the 

solubility required four ampules. Two of these were shaken in the 

equilibration bath (25°C) for 5 days. The ot"ier two ampules were stored 

in a refrigerator (4°C) for 24 hours before F)lacing thi;:.-rr.. in the 0quilibri:..:irn 

bath. The contents of the ampules were centrifuged for 1-2 minutes in 

a clinical centrifuge at ,-oom temperature (24-26°C). The supernata!lt 

was carciully re!noved and centrifugeC. at about 3, 080 rpm for 5-10 

minutes. tfhe conc€~nt:ratic)n of th~ :-i..r.'1i:io rt.c:ids w;;1s rlc:tf~rminnd by th(~ 

nbhydrin colorimetric metr.od (Moore and Stein, 25; Amino Acid Ana-

lyzer, Beckmar: , AIM-2). 

The ninhydrin reagent contains stanr.ous chloride as reducong 

agent. Sodium acetate buffer (4M, pH 5. 51) was prepared by dissolving 

544 grams of Na-acetate 3H.,O in 400 ml of deionized water in a 1-liter 
~ 

Cask. 100 ml of glacial acetic acid and deionhoed water were added to 

make the to:al volume equal to one liter. The pH can be adjusted w'lth 

solid sodium hydroxide (0. 5 gm of NaOE = 0. 02. pH Ltnits). Tho nin-

hydrin reagent was prepareci under nitrogen to elirr:inate the possibility 

of oxidation by oxygen. To prepare one liter of ninhydrin reagent, 750 

ml of filtered peroxide free r.iethyl cellosolve was added to a 2-llter 

reagen•. bottle equipped with a nitrogen supply line. 250 ncl. of thc 4M 

sod cum ac8ta te buffc r was aC.ded, and the ninhydrin was dissolved in tr.c 

solution. While ninhydrin was being dissolved,0. 4 gm of stan'1ous c:hcoridc 
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w~is added. The mixture W(l.(3 otirrcd LLncier nitroge11. u1J.til a clear pale 

solution was formed. The nitrogen saturated solution was stored at 

4'C protected from light. 

The reaction ·~etween ninhydrin and amino acids can be repre-

sen ':ed as below: 

NH~ I ~ 

R-C-COOH 

I 
H 

- 'imino acid 

+co z 

carbo1: dioxide 

+ 2 

+ 

:oinhy drin 

H 

R-h-o 
aldehyde 

--:" 

d iketohy d rindy lid enc -
diketohydrindamine {DYDA) 

The DYDA has a purple color and an absorption maximum at about 570 

rn;J.. The color is stable for over two hours, anC. it gives measurable 

color with about 0. 1 ["g of amino acid nitrogen/ 1 ml of solution. 

T:ho procedure for analysis used i.s similar to that described by 

Kabat et al. (17): 0. 2 ml of the ar.:iino acid (0. 'i-4. 0 ·~g/ml) was accur-

ately pipetted ir.to a 2-rr:l volumetric glass tube. 0. 2 ml of the ninhydrin 

solu:ion was added. The tube was sealed, first with aluminum foil, and 

tl1en witl-i para.filrr1 wa .. x. ':::'·l1c :5ealc..:d tubL::. wa:s l1ea.ted £or exactly 15 

minutes in boiling water bath, cooled, anC. made to 2 ml with 50% ethanol. 
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·rh,:: i:itRnsity nf the color was reaC_ at 570 rr...µ.. A standard curve was 

prepared from dilutior.s of a phenylalanine solution. The concentration 

of the phenylalanine was cieterm:ned spectrophotornetrically (figure 2). 

The quadruplicate determinations of the amino acid concentra

tions are wi.thir: 1-2% of each other. The values shown in table 4 are 

the averages for each quadruplicate analysis. 
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Figure 2. Standard curve for deterrr:ining the concentration of amino 

acids by the ninhydrin colorimetric method. Phcnyl«l«nin" 

was used in preparing the standard curve. 
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RESULTS 

For the sake of simplicity b discussion, the following terms 

are detincd: 

Heating curve: Optical rotation of protein versus temperature 

mc;asured during the course of increasing temperatire. 

Cooling curve: Optical rotation v"rsus temperature profile 

r:neae1ured durin.g the coi.:;.rse of dec:reasing tc:upcraturcc 

Helix coil t::ansition temperature (T ): The tcn:pcraturc which ,..., 

is at the midpoint of a heating curve, unless otherwise specified, between 

the temper2.tare-insensitive zone of optical rotat:.or. on the lower ter.:iper-

ature J:egion (nat5ve sta.te) and the tomperaturo-in!::-ensi.tivo :7.0no of 

optical rotation at higher temperature region (denatured state). This 

point usually coincides with the region in which the change in optical 

rotation is most sensitive to temperature. 

AT The lowering of T at constant pH ar,d ionic strength 
-m m 

brought about by the presence 'Of an interacting substance. 

All the rotation measurements were made at 589 mJ.. At lower 

wavelength, such as at 436 mJ., tr.e higher concentrations of purine 

absorb appreciably. In addition, muc:t> of the earlier data on the opti:al 

rotation properties of the proteins studied here were coilected at the 

higher wavelength region. 
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I. Effect of puri:-ie on the heating curve ar.d denaturation 

Three observations have been made: 

A. In the presence of purine, the heating curves are shifted 

to lower temperature regions with little char:ge in their shapes. These 

•hifts can, therefor c, be charactedr,ed by Lhe c:o r r<;b ponding shifts in 

T (l:iT )(Hgures3,4,5). 
m m 

B. The quantity t:. T is a linear function of pu=ine activity ·.ip :n 

to an activity of about O. 25 m (concentration= 1.1 m). A similar plot 

of~ T against molal concentr;:i.t.ior. i.A not linear. Tl1e activ"ity coef-rr: 

ficier.t measurements of Ts 1o et al. ( 48) do not extend above I. 1 m, 

and the points at higher purine concentration in figure 9 have been 

plotted wi:h the assumption t.'1.at the activity coefficient remains constant 

at concentration above 1.1 molal. The shape of the llr><> lrnycmcl 0. ?.5 r:n 

ac:ivity will be considered in the discussion. 

C. The negative value of optical rotation at the temperature-

inbenbitive region above T , i.e., the denatured state, is larger in the rn 

presence of purine than in the absence of purine. I:i other words, the 

curve reaches a higher plateau in the presence of purine than in the 

absence of parine (figures 3, 4, 5). The decrease in the negative rota-

tion 0£ tho denatured ::ito.tc 9een'le ":o i11creast:: wlll1 irtt:rea:-;ing purine 

concentration until a maximum is reached at higher concentration of 

purine (above 3 molal purine). 
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II. F.ff P.ct of p~~tr.ine o~ thu cooling curve and on dcnaturatior:i. 

In the absence of interactar.t, .ribonuclease is the only protein of 

those tested which yields a cooling cu:::ve s1:per.lmposable on the heating 

curve, a:1 indication of a rapid renaturation. 

In the case of lysozyme (fig. 5). there ;s viery littln rlecrease ir. 

negative .rotatio01 as the solu:ion is cooled from the denatured state at 

85°C (O. lM K-phosphate, pH 6.5). Occasionally, the solution becomes 

tu,. bid aL elevated temperatures. Foss ( lZ.) o::>served a similar turbidity 

at a temperature (67°C) which is well below the denaturation temperature. 

He attributed :his turbidity to the precipitation of im:;:mrities in the lyso

zyrne rather than to the predpita•J.on of lysozyme. Foss :.ndicated that 

these impuritic8 could be eliminait:d e:llh"'r by " "hort ttme heat treat-

rneiot of '.:he lysozyme solution at 90"C, or by adding a dilute sol'ltion to 

mercuric chloride. The supernatant from the heat-treated lysozyme 

solution could then be heated to sz•c without the appearance of turbidity. 

LysozymA solution that could be heated t.o 85°C withotit the 

appearaiocc of turbidity was prepared by preheating the lysozymc oolu

t:on to 85°C in the presence of purine, cooling, and removing the purine 

by dialysis. No turbidity formed in this solution on reheating to 85°C. 

However~ they did sometimes become turbid 011 <'noliY'lg to !'oom temper-

ature. In all these cooling curves in <:he absence of puriYte, wr.ether or 

not turbidity appeared, the negative rotation was not at any ti:::ne appreci

ably decreased from the value obtained at the highest temperature 
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region {85°C). Such irreversibility in rotation has ·!:.)een observed by 

Foss ( 12) for thermally denatured lysozyme in 0. lM potassium chloride. 

Ir. the presence of purine, however (molal concentration, O. 3 to 4. 0), 

the cooling curve is superimposablc on the heating curve (fig. 5). This 

indicates that lyso?.yme can renature rapicily in the preser.ce of purine. 

To test this conc~usion, lysozy:ne was slowly heated to 80"C in 1. 7 molal 

purine solution, and then rapidly cooled to 25°C. The purine was 

dialysed out in :he cold and the soluble fractior.,which consti:uted about 

90-95% of the original lysozyme solution, was reheated to determine :ts 

T As shown in figm·e 5, the T of the lysozy:nc solutior so treated m · m 

is_esi;cntially the same as that of the original solution before heating. 

Sirr:ila::-ly with BSAi t...1.ere i5 very little decrease .i11 i1ega.t.lv0 

rotation upoJC cooling from the denatired regions a: 85°C in 0. lM K-

phosphate, pH 6. 5 phosphate buffer, in the absence of purbc. This 

indicates irreversible rlenaturation as a result of heating above the T 
m 

T;, t.hP.: :z1rP.SP.rr.P.: nf 4 rnnl;;i.·I !)Urine, the cooling curve is superimposable 

on the heating curve. This is indicative of a Tapi.d renaturation. Inter-

es tingly, as the concentration of purine decreases, say to 1. 7 molal, 

0;1ly :he upper part of the cooling curve simulates the heatbg curve. 

The lower part of the cooling curve deviates from the heating curve and 

exhibits a much higher negative rota ti.on. This observation supports the 

'..dea that BSA renatures only partially in 1. 7 molal purine. In the pres-

ence of 0.8 molal purine, the renaturation of BSA ·oecomes hardly 
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nnti('e;:"Jhl f.'. TheClF2' results suggest ff-~at a. higher concentration of purine 

is .required for BSA. than for lysozyrne for the :rapid renaturation process. 

III. Comparison of the effect of purine and urea 

A detailed study of area dena tu ration of these proteins is clearly 

beyond the sco}'.)e of this thesis. The intenEon here is merely to com-

pare the effects of purine ar.d urea on heating and cooiing curves under a 

co:-nparablc set of conditions. There is no significant difference in the 

shapes of the heating curves of lysozyrne in the presence o-:c absence of 

urea, although the T changes (fig. 6). An entirely co::-npai:able result 
- 111 

was found for ribonuclease. The comparison of effects of urea and 

'JUrir.e on t:-1e /', T is given in table 3. It can be seen that purine i.s - . m 

usually two to three times more effective than urea. The .kinetics of the 

denaturation of BSA in urea is complex, and therefore no simple com-

parison can be made. In l molal urea, however, the rotation of BSA 

re!l'lains essentially constant up to 49"C, acid the shape of the transition 

is sirnila.r to U1at of BSA in the cib"ence of urea up to 76°C. On cooling 

to 25•c, a slight but noticeable negative increase over the value obtained 

at the highest tempera tare (76°C) can be observed. In 2. 2. molal urea, 

this additional increase i:n negative rotation becomes more noticeable. 

The an.me phenomena, i.e., the gradual tirt1e-dcJ:icr1dertt ln.ci:ease 111 

negative rotation, can be observed if a BSA solu'.:ion is left for a co:isider-

able length of time before cooling. These complications are typical of 

BSA denaturation by urea. The T reported at l and 2. 2 molal urea 
m 
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Table 3. The Effects of Urea and of Purine or_ the T of Thr<rn Proteins .,., 

Proteins T in Urea .l..T Pu::::ine ll T due 
rn 

activity* 
m 

activity** 
I :1 

b;iffor due to to pur:.nc •c (y x m) (yx m) 
urea 

Ly soz.yrne 75. 5 !. 43 5.0 0. 145 6.0 
2. 78 8.5 o. 231 10.5 
4.58 15. 0 0.404 14.0 

Ribonuclease 64 l. 89 10· o. 145 6.0 
2.8 14• 0. 23 l 9.0 

0.404 12.5 

Bovine serurr: 66 0. 925 5.0 o. 231 6 
albumb. (BSA) 2.8 partially 0.404 11 

denatured 
at 25'C 

* tlcatchard et al. (.:i l) 
·'d .i. 
~~-

Ts'o ct al. ( 48) 

concer.tration for BSA (table 3), however, refers ';o the middle of the 

transition obtained immediately after the plateau has been reached at 

elevated temperature. It does not take the time-dependent increase in 

negative rotation into Consideration.. U~ea c:\,lso te1'ldS to :.nc:rcasc the 

negative value of rotation at the plateau region of high temperature. 

Kauzman (19) obtained a negative rotation of -74°C for BSA af:er it had 

been allowed to stanci for 120 minutes at 60'C, and a value of -105°C for 

the same protein in 6. 67M urea after 120 minutes. Foss (12) observed 

a sirr:ilar increase in levorotatior. at the high temperature plateau region 

for lyso?.yme at higher urea concentrations. A similar increase car. be 

observed as the concentration of urea is increased from 1. 5M to 5M. 
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Under tho condition tooted, the cooling curve of ribon.uclea.se in. 

urea is also supcrimposable on :he heating curve. However, the heat 

denaturation of BSA and lysozyr.:ie is not reversible b the presence of 

low concentration of urea (1 to 6. 5 molal). Foss (lZ) observed the same 

irrevers1bl~ dP.n::i_tura.tion ir_ 3M and SM urea~ 

Ly sozyme solution becomes turbid on heating in 1. 6 ::nolal urea. 

In 3. 5 molal urea, the cooling curve has a much lower T than the heat
m 

ing curve, bctt is essentially the same as the reheating curve carried out 

after IZ hours of storage at Z5°G. After the secor,d hAaHng, thA lysn-

7.yme solution becomes turbid on cooling (fig. 6). In 6. 5 molal urea, 

again the cooling curve has a lower T than the heating curve, and the 
m 

shape of the profile is broadened. After lZ hours at Z5°G, the shape of 

the reheating curve appears to be sharpened, with the T lying between 
rr. 

the heating and cooling curve (fig. 7). 

IV. Increase of solubility of amino acids in the presence of purine 

Interactions of amino acids with purine were investigated in an 

attempt to locate the site of interaction between proteins and purine. 

The solubilities o{ sever. arr.inc acids (glycine, alanine, leucine, histi-

dbe, tyrosine, phenylalanine, tryptophan tyrosine) in the absence and 

pru:::>f:!n<.;:e uf p.uri11e were meatsured at various .?·urine concentratio:-ts. 

The solub:.lities of glycine and of alanine were slightly decreased by 

O. 53 molal purino, and the solubclities of leucinc and histidine inc::: cased 
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Ly ctpyruximo.tt:ly 10-20% (fig. 8 aa<l tdwlc: 4). Tht: t0fft:ct oa tliu solu

bility of phenylalanine is large.?: by about 40%. The effects on tryptophan 

and on tyrosine are still larger, up to 300-400% b 0. 53 molal purine 

(activity =: O. 19). All changes in soC.ubility are linearly related to ac:ivity 

of purine except for tryptophan . Interestingly enough, in 0. 53 molal 

purine, the solubility of tryptophan is lower than :n 0. 4 molal purine. 

In O. 63 molal purine, the solubility is still farther decreased (fig. 8). 

No conclusive explanation can be given of this observation. It can, 

however, be suggested that the purine-tryptophan rnixtctre probably 

begins to form a more insoluble cornple:ic at higher purine co:1centrations. 

Difficulties were encountered in the qualitative measurements of 

the solubilities of the poly-amino acids (po!yalanine, polypheny!alanine, 

and polytryptophan ) and the amino acid N -acetyl-arnide derivatives 

(N-acetyl-L -tryptophan, anC. N-acetyl-L-phcnylalaninc) due to their low 

solubility in water. However, garnvimet:dc measurements of the insol-

uUle +~ee.idue left whe11 a kt1.own weight of tl1.e polyn1er O':" ari::iin.o acid 

derivative is dissolved in a large volume of solvent, consis>ently show 

increased solubility for the aromatic amino acici derivat:.ves and the 

polypeptides in O. 53 molal purine solution, 
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Table 4o Solubility of Amino Acids in Purine 

Solubility gram/100 ml (SIS ) Purine activity 
solvent ?.5° C 2s 0 c? 

Tyrosine 
Buffer 0.0445 1. 0 
0. 1 m purine 0.0912 2.05 0.073 
0. 2 m 11 0. 121 2. 72 o. 115 
0.3 m II 0. 149 .3. 35 0. 144 

0.5 m II o. 192 4. 31 0. 188 

Tryptophn.n 

Buffer 1. 201 1. 0 
0. 1 m purine 2.090 1. 74 0.073 
0. 2 m II 2.822 2. 35 o. 115 
0.3 m II 3.311 2. 75 o. 144 
0.4 m II 3.483 2.90 o. 167 
0.45 m 11 3. 180 2.65 o. 177 
O. 5 m 11 3.003 2.50 o. 188 
0. 63 m 11 2.942 2.45 o. 198 

Pheny lalani.ne 
Buffer 2.895 1. 0 
0. 1 rn purine 3.474 1. 20 0.073 
0. 2 m 11 3.735 1. 29 0. 115 
0. 3 m 11 3.995 1. 38 0. 144 
0. 5 rn 11 4. 111 1. 42 0. 188 

Glycine 
Buffer Z5. !Z 1. OU 

0. 2 m purine 24.12 0.96 0. 115 
0.3 m II 23.86 0.95 0. 144 
0. 5 m " 23.86 0.95 0. 188 

Alanine 
Buffer 16.59 1. OU 

0. 1 m purine 16.26 0.98 0.073 
0. 2 m II 16.09 0.97 0. 115 
O. 3 rn rt 15.93 0.96 o. 144 
O. 5 m II 15.76 0.95 0. 188 

Leucine 
Buffer 2. 51 1. 00 
0. 1 rn purine 2.61 1. 04 0. 073 
0.3 rn tr 27.2 1. 08 0. 144 
0.5 rn ti 28.2 1. 122 0. 188 
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Table 4. Solubility of Amino Acids in Purine (continued) 

Histidine 
Buffer 
0. 1 rn purine 
0.3 rn ll 

0.5 rn 11 

Solubility gram/100 ml 

solvent 25°C 

4.05 
4.29 
4. 74 
5. 1 

(S /S ) 
25°8 

1. 00 
1. 06 
1. 17 
1. 25 

Purine activity 

(y x m) 

0.073 
o. 144 
0. 188 
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DISCUSSION 

The results of the experiments will be discussed in three parts, 

(a) the effect of purine on the T of proteins, {b) the effect of purine on 
m 

the solubility of the amino acids, and a simple comparison of this effect 

with that of urea, (c) the rapid reversibility of purine denaturation of 

proteins as compared with the more complex denaturation process which 

has been observed for urea. The above three features of the experiments 

will be used to deduce the possible mechanism of purine and urea de-

naturation of proteins in aqueous solution. The application of the findings 

will be briefly discussed in the last section of the discussion. 

A. The Effects of Purine on the T of the Proteins 
m 

The plot of 6. T versus purine activity is linear up to 0. 25-0. 4 m 
m 

6. (LI T ) 
activity ( 1-1. 5 molal) (fig. 9). The slope m can be defined as 

!:::. Activity 
the unit of effectiveness of purine in lowering the T of the proteins. 

m 

The slopes for both lysozyme and ribonuclease are essentially the same, 

but slightly higher than that for BSA. Above 1. 5 molal purine, the lines 

are no longer linear (the dotted line in fig. 9), but the entire curve may 

be considered to a fir st order approximation to conoiot of two linc;::ir 

regions, (a} and (b). The activity in the (b) region was calculated with 

the activity coefficient found at 1. 1 molal (Ts 10 et al. , 48). If the 

difference in the slopes of (a} and (b) is entirely due to the use of inc or -

!:::. (LIT 
rect activity coeffic:ientH, the riifferencP. betwBen m ----- at the (a) 

l\ Activity 
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L'I (t::, T ) 
portion and m at the (b) portion should be equal for the curves 

6 Activity 
obtained with the three proteins. This can be seen from a simple treat-

ment presented below: 

The equation for the linear portion of the curves can be repre-

sented as: y =A :x: + c, where )tis a variable and c is a constant. 
n - -

For the complete curves, including the non-linear portion, the 

deviation from linearity will be a linear function of~· if the 

deviation from linearity is entirely due to the use of incorrect 

activity coefficients ~· instead of the correct value ~1 
- 6 x. 

Thus, one can write a general equation of the type: 

y =A x - kx + c for any of the curves in figure 9. Taking the 
n 

first derivative of the above equation, dy/dx =A - .k. The 
n 

value of the derivative of the equation in the (a) portion of the 

curve is A , and A - (A - k) = k. Since k is a constant at 
n n n 

the same concentration, ~in the (b} portion of all three curves, 

then it follows that the numerical value of k should be equal 

for the three curves under the above specified conditions. 

Using the above approach, the difference between 6.(1::. Tm) at 

( ) d 
6 (t:, T ) 

a an m 
!:::. activity 

at (b) gives a value of L 82 for lysozyme, 1. 69 for 
6Activity 

ribonuclease, and 0. 31 for BSA at the same concentrations of purine in 

the (b) portion for the three curves. Thus, k is clearly a variable which, 

at least in part, should best be associated with the intrinsic properties 
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of the proteins. In other words, the deviation from linearity at higher 

purine concentration has to be attributed to some phenomenon other than 

the use of incorrect activity coefficient at higher purine concentrations. 

From the shapes of the curves, and from solubility data, it would appear 

as if 2-t least part of the lowering of the effcctivcncso of purine at con-

centrations higher than 1. 5 molal is due to the saturation of sites on the 

protein molecule. 

B. Solubilization of Amino Acids by Purine and Urea 

The solubility data give information about the nature of the protein 

side-chains which are presumably the reactive sites for purine. The 

data showed that the aroma tic residues, such as tyrosine, tryptophan, 

phenylalanine, and histidine interact more with purine than with the side

chains of glycine, alanine, or leucine. This finding is consistent with 

other observations about the properties of purine discussed in previous 

sections: 

(a) That the 11 polymeriza tion 11 of purine in aqueous solution 

involves hydrophobic interaction and stacking, as indicated by its osmotic 

(Ts 'o et al. , 48) and nuclear magnetic resonance properties (Schweitzer, 

35) in aqueous solution. 

(b) That the interaction of purine with the pol yr yd ic aroma ti r 

hydrocarbons is due to the formation of hydrophobic bonds (Booth et al., 

l, 2). 
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(c) That the interaction of purine with the nucleic acids involves 

stacking of bases and formation of hydrophobic bonds similar to that 

found in the nucleic acid bases (Ts 10 et al., 45). 

Whitney and Tanford (52) have studied the effect of urea on the 

solubility of the amino acids. It is interesting to compare the effective-

ness of purine with that of urea in enhancing the solubility of several 

amino acids. At equivalent activities, purine is 40-fold more effective 

than urea in solubilizing tyrosine, 12 times as effective in solubilizing 

phenylalaHlue, and over ::six-fold rnore effective ii~ solubilizing lcucinc. 

C. Reversible Denaturation of Proteins in Presence of Purine 

The study of thermal denaturation of proteins in purine solution 

has revealed interesting properties of the action of purine. Besides 

lowering T , purine prevents an irreversible conformational change 
m 

which occurs in the proteins when they are brought into the unfolded 

configuration at higher temperatures in the absence of purine. For 

instance, when lysozyme is heated at 80°C, it is irreversibly denatured 

in the absence of purine, but not in the presence of purine. The amount 

of purine required to obtain this rapid reversible dena tura tion differs 

among the three proteins studied. The difference may be expected to 

depend on the native conformation of the protein. On the one hand, 

purine facilitates the unfolding of the protein molecule, as evidenced 

by the lowering of T ; on the other hand, purine prevents the unfolded 
m 
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molecule from undergoing reactions that may result in irreversible 

conformational changes, and therefore keeps it rapidly renaturable upon 

cooling. 

Suggested rnechanl::Hr1 fur purine-protein interaction 

Any mechanism proposed for purine-protein interaction at this 

stage can only serve as a working hypothesis for future experimentation 

on this subject. This is because some of the physical and chemical 

properties of the proteins cannot as yet be defined in terms of rneaniug-

ful universal physical-chemical parameters. In other words, each 

protein has certain physical-chemical properties which are an expression 

of the degree of its chemical complexity and conformational uniqueness. 

In order to formulate the tentative mechanism, however, it will be taken 

for granted that the individual peculiarities of the proteins are not very 

important in protein-purine interactions. This assumption is justifiable 

since the interaction of purine with proteins appears to involve specific 

side-chains on the protein molecule, and the degree of interaction appears 

to be a function of the number of interacting sites, In addition, it will 

be assumed that the interaction does not depend on the sequential distri

buLiuu uf Lheoe ::;ite::; on the molecule. Thus, for our purpose, the pro

teins are treated as polymers in a specific conformation and with the 

interacting sites distributed at random on the macromolecule. 

The lowering of the helix-coil transition temperature of such a 

polymer can be treated formally as if the interactant prefers to bind with 

the polymer in the coil, or unfolded state. The binding of the interactant 
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thus leads to a preferential stabilization of the unfolded state and facil-

itates the unfolding of the polymer. This proposal was first made by 

Peller (28) on theoretical grounds. It has been well substantiated by the 

work in this laboratory and elsewhere on the interaction of purine and 

nuclcosidcs with nucleic acids (Ts 1o ct al., 44; Ts 1o and Lu, 46; Ts 1o et 

al. , 4 7). Thus, the problem of reduction of T can be examined on the 
m 

basis of interaction through sp.ecific binding. 

Purine compared to urea, on activity basis, is 6-10-fold more 

effective in lowering T of proteins (table 3). Urea is probably one of 
m 

the best hydrogen bond formers. It is very unlikely that the superiority 

of purine over urea in reducing T of protein is due entirely to a 
m 

greater ability of purine to form hydrogen bonding with protein in aque-

ous solution. The above deduction is based on the analysis discussed in 

previous sections on why urea will not form strong hydrogen bonding in 

water. This notion is surstantiated by the results of studies on the 

interactions of purine in solution. The aggregation does not appear to 

arise from the formation of hydrogen bonding between purine molecules 

in aqueous solution. 

The mechanism of urea denaturation has been reviewed in pre-

vious sectionR. A pp:::i rent1y, Ul'.'B:=t hre:::i kR hydrophohic honds hy dis -

rupting the hydration lattice around the hydrocarbon side-chain of protein 

molecules {Klotz and Stryker, 21; Kauzrnan, 18). This mechanism of 

urea denatur.ation has more experimental support than the hydrogen 
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bonding mechanisms originally proposed for urea denaturation. As 

mentioned previously, purine interacts with the aromatic side -chains in 

preference to the aliphatic side-chain. Furthermore, there appears to 

be a correlation between the superiority of purine over urea i:n its 

solnbil17.ing influence on the aromatic amino acids and its reduction of 

the T of these proteins. These facts strongly indicate that hydrophobic m 

interaction (purine aromatic side-chain overlap) is the most likely 

mechanism for the interaction between purine and protein, as well as 

for purine and nucleic acids. 

The following concept of the interaction of purine and proteins 

emerges from a consideration of the results discussed so far. Purine 

binds to proteins through hydrophobic interaction, principally with the 

aroma tic side-chains. This binding weakens the hydrophobic forces 

which hold the protein molecule in its native conformation. The binding 

of purine, however, also provides shielding for the reactive group 

expo15ed in the unfolded rnolecule15. For i111;Lance, Lhe uuund purine may 

prevent the approach of water molecules to the exposed sites on the 

peptide chain, and thus prevent the formation of a random intra- and 

interpeptide hydrogen bonding. It may shield the labile -SH group and 

thus prevent it from a random exchange reaction. Without the ~>rotection 

of the bound purine, the subsequent reaction of the exposed groups of 

these polypeptide chains can lead to aggregation or other irreversible 

changes which prevent rapid renaturation to the original conformation. 
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This deduction leads to a clear distinction between the mechanism 

of purine denaturation and the mechanism of urea denaturation of proteins. 

All the evidence mentioned above points to the notion that purine com-

bines directly with the side-chains through hydrophobic interactions, and 

thus weakens the hydrophobic forces of the polymer8 by iti:> imme<lia.Le 

action. On the other hand, all the current findings and concepts discussed 

above on urea denaturation point to the notion that urea interacts with the 

water layer around the polymer. It is conceivable that the interaction 

with the hydration layer involvco the hydrogen bonding of urea with the 

water lattice around the protein side-chain, This would result, there-

fore, in the weakening of the hydrophobic forces through an indirect 

action, It is therefore not surprising that purine is much more effective 

than urea in reducing the T of both proteins and nucleic acids. 
m 

The kinetics of urea denaturation of proteins is complex with 

respect to temperature and urea concentration. Studies on urea denatur -

ation of lysozyme shown above (figs. 6 and 7) clearly indicate the com-

plexity of urea denaturation. The shape of the heating profile of the 

reheated solution is a function of time. The shape of the cooling profile 

is a function of urea concentration, and the minimum negative rotation 

attained on cooling from the high tempera ture-inseni:>itive zoone Lu room 

temperature (25"C) is also a function of time. Apparently, the renatur-

ation of lysozyme in urea solution goes through a series of intermediate 

steps, some of which are rapid, and some others very slow. Because 
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of the slow steps in the renaturation process, secondary reactions 

involving interpeptide hydrogen bonding, --SH exchange, and perhaps 

interpeptide hydrophobic interactions, are able to take place before a 

complete renaturation can be attained. This may result in a partial 

1'"enaturation of the proteins, depending on the extent of the intcrpcptidc 

interactions. Since these are physical-chemical reactions involving the 

proteins, urea, and their solvents, the extent of the interpeptide inter-

action depends to a large extent on the concentration of the interactants, 

the solvent, and the temperature. Such complicatP.d 1'"elationRhipR were 

rarely observed for the purine denaturation of proteins. Its action, as 

compared to urea, is fast and simple. 

Possible A.pplica tions of Findings 

There are two broad implications of the above findings. From 

both experimental and theoretical grounds, it is clear that the secondary 

structure in nucleic acids is much more sensitive to the influence of 

purine than the secondary st:ructurt! in pru Lein::>. The advantage of this 

difference has been magnified by a recent finding (Sander and Ts 10, 31) 

that nucleic acids in the coil form are much more sensitive to the effect 

of purine than nucleic acids in the helical form. After heating DNA or 

RNA in the presence 0£ 0. SM purine to temperatures above its T , . m 

optical studies indicate that there is no secondary structure left in nucleic 

acids upon cooling. The purine is so dilute in this solution (0. SM) that 

it has no effect on the protein subsequently dissolved in it. It is possible, 
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therefore, to obtain an aqueous solution of protein and nucleic acid in 

which the secondary structure of the protein is intact, while the second

ary structure of the nucleic acid is reduced to a minimum, such as will 

be obtained for the nucleic acids at elevated temperatures (95° -100°C). 

The hyd:i:ophoblc a11d stacking interaction of purine with the aro-

ma tic side-chains of proteins may prove to be of importance in the 

specific interaction between nucleic acids and proteins, such as in 

viruses and the ribosomes. The hydrogen bonding sites in the peptide 

backbone are not likely to offer any specificity in this interaction, since 

they represent a common property of proteins, and probably remain, 

for the most part, unexposed for such interactions. 
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SUMMARY 

The effect of purine on the transition temperature (T ) of BSA, 
m 

ribonuclease, and lysozyme has been studied by optical rotation at 589 

mµ.. It is found that purine decreases the T of these proteins in pro
m 

portion to the activity of purine in solution. In appropriate concentration 

of purine (higher required fur BSA), lhe lher ma.l <lenct.Lu1:atio11 of ly so-

zyme and BSA is instantly reversible, a phenomenon not observable in 

the absence of purine. In comparison to urea on activity basis, purine 

is 6-10-fold more effective in lowering the T of the proteins. Purine 
m 

(0. 3 molal) increases the solubility of tyrosine (300%), of tryptophan 

(250%), of phenylalanine (40%), and of histidine (15%), but does not 

increase the solubility of glycine and alanine. Secondary structures 

of proteins appear to be much less sensitive to the influence of purine 

than those of nucleic acids. Purine may serve as a selective denaturant 

for nucleic acids in protein solution. A distinction between the mechan-

ism of purine denaturation and urea denaturation has also been made. 
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PART III 

BINDING OF BASIC PROTEINS TO DNA 
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IN TROD UC TION 

It has been established beyond doubt that the DNA in the cell 

nucleus is a carrier of genetic inforrna tion. It is known too that the cell 

nucleus contains a large amount of basic protein in addition to DNA and 

other variable chemical components. In most cells, only about ten per 

cent of the negative charges on the DNA are neutralized by inorganic 

cations (Peacocke, 27). This immediately leads one to speculate that 

there might be some kind of chemical interaction between basic proteins 

and DNA in the cell nucleus. 

The above speculation raises many fundamental questions. Does 

the DNA-protein interaction have any specific biological function, and, 

if so, what kind? Does the interaction alter the basic structure of DNA, 

and, if so, ~10w does this affect the biological functions of DNA? Does 

the interaction involve any specificity with respect to the DNA and the 

interacting proteins? 

Questions of this kind and many more can be answered only if 

one knows (a) the chemical and other properties of the basic proteins, 

(b) the structure of the DNA before and after interaction with the basic 

protein, (c} the nature of the interaction between DNA and basic protein, 

and the nature of the complex formed as a result of such interaction. 

In this section, a very brief review of findings and speculations on these 

problems will be presented. 
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A. Protamines and Histones 

The protamines are basic low molecular weight proteins (av. 

M. W .=10, 000). Arginine constitutes over 90 per cent of their basic 

residues, and about 60-70 per cent of their total amino acid composition. 

The protamines do not contain tyrosine, tryptophan , methionine, or 

cystine. Because of their basic character, the protamines can form 

insoluble complex with several polyanions, including DNA. The amino 

acid sequence of the protamines is not known. From partial hydrolysis 

of a heterogeneous mixture of protamine, it has been suggested that the 

molecule consists of units having the composition MAA where ~is a 

mono amino acid residue other than arginine, and A an arginine residue 

(Felix, 14). However, different authors disagree on this point (Ando 

et al., 1). From N-terminal amino acid analysis, and from the electro

phoretic patterns of protamines in the presence of different cations, pH, 

and ionic strength, it has been concluded that the protamines are very 

heLerogeueous, and probably aggregate to Borne extent in solution 

(Felix et al., 15; Ando et al., l; Scanes et al., 31; Rauen et al., 29 ) 

The protamines are all in the extended S-conformation at neutral pH. 

The histones, like the protamines, are basic proteins, but of a 

larger molecular weight (av. M. W. = 10, 000-30, 000). The basic 

residues of histone include lysine and histidine in addition to arginine. 

The histones are very heterogeneous, the components differing not only 
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with respect to molecular weight, but also with respect to amino acid 

composition. Acid extracted calf thymus histone can be fractionated 

into four distinct fractions by chromatography on Amberlite IRC col-

umns in the presence of guanidium chloride solution (Stake et al., 30). 

The four principal fra.cLiuus are terr:ned; lb (arg/lys ratio 0. 1), Ilb 

(arg/lys ratio 0. 6), III {arg/lys ratio 1. 4), and IV (arg/lys ratio 1. 4). 

Each one of these fractions is non-homogeneous (Rasmussen et al., 28). 

Fractionation of hi stones can also be accomplished by other methods - -

such as by electrophoresis (Davidson et al., 9), or by alcohol precipitation 

{Gregoire et al. , 16). In this manner, six or more fractions of hi stone 

have been obtained from calf thymus histones. 

Optical rotatory dispersion measurements indicate that the 

heterogeneous histone mixture is not in the QI-helical conformation in 

water. However, a film of hi stone cast from water shows some helical 

structure with ab = - 237 (Bradbury et aL , 5). Similarly, his tone 
0 

dis solved in ethylene chlorohydrin appears to increase in helical con-

tent which decreases with aging. Doty and co-workers (10, 11) have 

previously estimated an O:'-helical content of 25-40 per cent for histone 

in water from the values of its negative rotation in water and in concen-

tra.ted urea solution, and also from optical rotatory dispersion "'tLH'lie!>. 

Recent investigations of Bradbury et al. (5) ,on the other hand, concluded 

that hi stone has no helical content in water. 
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Histones, especially fractions III and IV, tend to aggregate in 

solution. The details of the mechanism of aggregation are yet to be 

investigated. Like the protamines, the histones also bind to polyanions, 

and to several anions. All evidence points to the likelihood that the 

structur c of hi stone on the polyanions (DNA) and on other solid 15urfaces 

is not the same as in aqueous solution. 

DNA in Nucleoprotamine (DNP) and Nucleohistone (DNH) 

Studies of Bradbury et al. (5) and of Zubay and Doty (36) clearly 

indicate that the DNA in DNP or DNH iR douhle-stranded and in the B-

configuration. In other words, the interaction of hi stone or protamine 

does not lead to any gross change in the structure of DNA as proposed 

by Watson and Crick. The DNA in DNP is very similar to the DNA in 

sodium or lithium deoxyribonucleate. Thus, the DNA in DNP or DNH 

has all the general properties of native DNA described in Part I of 

this the sis. 

Nucleoprotamine and Nucleohistone 

Nucleoprotamine occurs in the head of fish sperms. The DNA 

and protamine are bound together by electrostatic interaction, The 

bound protamine has no O!-helical structure. According to Bradbury 

et al. (5), the polypeptide chain. is wrapped around the DNA helix in a 

partly folded and partly extended form, with the folds occurring at the 

paired non-basic groups. The side chains of the basic residues in the 
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extended part of the protamine are stretched out at right angles to the 

main chain, and thus permit the arginine residues to combine, by 

electrostatic interaction, with the ionized phosphate group of the DNA, 

The extended polypeptide chain lies in the shallow groove of the DNA 

helbi:, which is inclined to the helical axis by about 50 °. 

Luzza ti et al. (21) have studied the nucleoprotamine gel by means 

of X-ray diffraction. At concentrations of 5-50 per cent (wt. of DNA/wto 

of gel), the nucleoprotamine-water system contains two phases, namely, 

the s::t:t:urated solution and a paracrystalline phase. At higher concen-

trations, only the paracrystalline phase exists. The X-ray diffraction 

pattern of unfixed trout sperm head is identical to that of the paracrystal-

line phase from the gel water system. There is as yet no explanation 

for the phase transition in DNP. It is possible that the phase transition 

is a reflection of some physical-chemical changes, 

DNP complex can be dissociated in high salt (2M NaCl), as anti-

cipated from the elecLrusLa.Lic naLure of the interaction between protarnine 

and DNA. However, the complexing of protamine to DNA does not appear 

to increase the T of the DNA (Huang et aL , 17). 
m 

Nucleohistone (DNH) is present in the nuclei of the somatic cells 

of plants and animals. Isolated DNH has been studied by several inves -

tigators. Its general properties can be summarized as below: 

(a) The predominant force in the interaction appears to be 

electrostatic Under certain conditions, it is possible to obtain soluble 

and fully dispersed DNH molecules in solution. 
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{b) The protein is evenly distributed on the DNA (Zubay and 

Doty, 36) and the ratio of DNA to protein in the isolated complex is 

around 1: 1 (Zubay et al., 36); Verndreley et al., 34). 

(c) The hi stone on the DNA (in DNH) has about 50 per cent ct-

helical content. This conclusion is drawn from the observation that a 

fraction of the polypeptide amide exchanges very slowly with D 
2
o (Brad-

bury et al., 5), and from the characteristic nature of the amide II 

I. R. band of the polypeptide. 

(d) DNH can be dissociated in the presence of high concentration 

of salt ( l -2M NaCl). This observation supports the notion that the inter -

action is electrostatic in nature. However, the dissociation does not 

start to occur until the concentration of the sodium chloride is above 

O. 3M, and it is only about 70 per cent complete in lM sodium chloride 

(Bayley et al. , 3). 

(e) The E of DNH is about 10 per cent higher than its DNA 
p 

(Bayley et al. , 3). Furthermore, the T of DNH i R high Ar than that of 
m 

its DNA component under identical experimental conditions (Huang et al. , 

17). 

(f) DNH has a great tendency to aggregate, especially at higher 

concentrations. The DNH-water system has been observed (Luzzati et 

al., 21) to undergo several phase transitions, depending on the weight 

ratio of DNA to gel. At low concentration of DNH, the solution is 

homogeneous. At higher concentration of DNH, a phase transition occurs. 
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At still higher concentrations, a third and a fourth phase transition may 

take place. Each phase can be characterized by its X-ray diffraction 

pattern, and each phase exists only within a small concentration range. 

However, two phases can exist in equilibrium with each other. The 

unfixed fowl erythrocyte nuclei DNH gives a diffraction pattern similar 

to that obtained after the first phase transition. 

(g) No proposed detailed molecular structure of nucleohistone 

can be regarded as conclusive. Some authors suggest an extensive crui:;i:; 

linkage for DNH in water (Luzzati et al., 21), while others suggest that 

the hi stone is wound around DNA in a very specific manner, with the 

QI-helical portion of the histone accommodated in the larger groove of 

the DNA helix (Zubay et al., 36), and the DNA phosphate ion oriented 

to allow for adequate electrostatic interaction between the basic residues 

of the protein and the negative charges on the DNA (Bradbury et al., 5). 

In all of these proposed structures, the conclusions are based on indirect 

evidence. Even the X-ray data are not definitive enough in these studies 

to specify how histone is specifically attached to the individual molecules 

of DNA. 

(h) The artificially reconstituted soluble DNH has some proper -

ties similar to those of soluble native DNH. The artificially recon-

stituted DNH has a higher T than its DNA component. Its U. V. spec
m 

trum and its activity as primer in DNA-dependent RNA synthesis is very 

similar to that of the native DNH (Huang et al., 17). Interestingly 
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enough, the electrophoretic mobilities of the DNH from the four histone 

components (lb, Ilb, III, and IV) are different from one another (Oli

vera, 26). This may be attributed to the differences in their amino 

acid composition. It may also be attributable, in part, to differences 

in I.heir a.Lilily tu c..:umplelely neuira.11:£.t: iht: negailve chai·geo on the DNA 

due to differences in the sequence of the basic amino acid residues. 

The average sedimentation coefficient for the native DNH (soluble) is 

about the same as that of the artificially reconstituted DNH {Huang et al., 

17). 

A very fundamental but challenging question still remains to be 

answered. Is the isolated or reconstituted soluble DNH an artifact 

derived from the real complex as it exists in the cell nucleus? The 

answer to this question is not available. Several investigators (Dounce 

et al., 12, 13; Kirby et al., 19; Mirsky and Ris, 24) claim that it is, 

and that this artifact may not necessarily bear any relationship to the 

in situ DNH. Dounce and co-workers have isolated and characterized 

a residual basic protein which they claim is a part of the DNH complex 

in the cell nucleus, and is responsible for its gelation. DNAase and 

certain proteolytic enzymes dissociate this residual protein, which, 

presumably, is covalently bound to the DNH in the cell. Reasoning along 

this line, Zubay has postulated that the histones may not necessarily 

be specifically wound around the DNA in the cell. The histone, he sug

gested, is merely a connecting tissue for chromosomal DNA. Thus, 
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these authors believe that the soluble DNH is merely an artifact of 

preparation. 

It appears to this author that these conjectures are based more 

on our ignorance than on our knowledge about the properties of nucleo

histones. The residual protein, if it exists as defined, constitutes only 

about 5-10 per cent of the total basic proteins interacting with the DNA. 

From the data of Dounce and others, its interaction is rather localized, 

and from the data of Mirsky and others, the histones or protamines 

practically bathe the DNA in the nucleus. So far, no other positively 

charged molecular components have been found in the nucleus in excess 

of the histones or protamines. One will therefore be tempted to consider 

an extensive interaction between the histone or protamine and DNA of 

the nucleus. Whether or not this int2rac.t:ion involveR ;:in extenRive 

cross linkage can be studied by in vitro experiments on the mixture in 

appropriate solvents. If the interaction is as specific as depicted by 

Peacocke and others, one might have to invoke the participation of 

specific short-range interactions other than, and in addition to, electro

static ones, to explain this specificity. Thus, the specific interaction 

which has been associated with soluble DNH represents one kind of inter-

action which can occur in the cell be tweeu DNA a.!ld h.is t.uni;;, Thi;; fc:t.c L 

that this more specific type of interaction rarely occurs in the cell 

simply means that a third component within the cell acts to decrease 

the energy of interaction for the secondary short-range interaction 
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responsible, in part, for the more specific intermolecular interaction 

observed in the isolated soluble molecules. Thus, the unknown third 

component merely acts to enhance the more random electrostatic 

interaction at the expense of the other specific short-range interactions. 

These considerations indicate that studies of DNH, even if it is artifact, 

are an indispensable step toward understanding the nature and inter

actions of DNH and DNP within the cell nucleus. Indeed, such studies 

represent the mechanistic approach to the study of the interaction of 

DNA and histone in the cell. Whether or not such studies are carried 

out in the presence of all the ingredients present in the cell nucleus is 

not relevant to the problem at this initial stage. As a matter of fact, 

the mechanistic approach merely supplements the cellular approach, 

but it gives, in addition, more room for speculation about the relation

ship of DNA-hi stone interactions to the mechanisms involved in cellular 

function. 
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PURPOSE OF EXPERIMENTS 

The apparent binding constants of protamine, poly-L-lysine, and 

histone fractions Ib and IV are studied by equilibrium dialysis. The 

binding constants are measured as a function of salt concentration. All 

binding constants are measured using a large DNA: protein ratio. In 

all cases, the ratio of protein to DNA is only varied between 1: 11 and 

1: 9. The ratio uf protein tu DNA. i::; mc.tinLc.tineu ::;rnc;1.ll a..wl rdat.ively 

constant for the following reasons: 

(a) The apparent binding constant measured at measurable 

protein:DNA ratio is different from the intrinsic binding constant, and 

varies with the ratio of protein to DNA. At a small and relatively con

stant protein/DNA ratio, comparisons can be made of the apparent 

binding constants obtained under different experimental conditions. 

{b) The interaction of the basic polypeptides and DNA in water 

often leads to rather complex phase transitions. At low concentration 

ratio of protein to DNA, the system remains homogeneous. 

The method of analysis does not permit one to use extremely 

low concentrations of polypeptides, a situation which would allow unt: Lu 

obtain the intrinsic binding constants and at the same time eliminate 

the possibility of measurement in a two-phase system. 

Measurements of binding constants for DNA protein interactions 

can give useful inforrr.ation about the nature of their interactions. If the 
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interaction is suppressed in the presence of neutral salt solution, it 

can be concluded that the charges on the interacting polymers are being 

shielded by the counterions from the neutral salts. This deduction will 

be particularly true if the extent of the inhibition of the polymer-polymer 

interaction by the salt i:::; dependent on the valence of the interacting 

cations or anions. In other words, the inhibition obeys the double 

valence rule. Later in this thesis, this will be shown to be the case ,with 

DNA-basic protein interaction. 

The cooperative nature of interacting molecules can often be 

deduced from data on their binding constants as a function of different 

ratios of the interactants. 
r 

A plot of log (-- ) - log C (where C = 
n-r 

concentration of monomer and~ and,;:_ are as defined below) against log r 

will give a curve whose shape can give infor:ma tion about the cooperative 

nature of the interacting molecules (J. Bjerrum, 4 ) . This approach 

is not possible with DNA-protein interactions because of the experimental 

and theoretical difficulties involved in calculating~ and E_· However, 

the shape of the curve obtained when the apparent binding constants at 

different salt concentrations are plotted against the ionic strength of 

the medium can give information about the cooperative nature of the 

interaction. This pojnt will be fnrther discussed in later sections. 

Finally, since the biological and certain physical-chemical 

properties of the prota:mines and histones appear to be dependent on their 

arginine/lysine ratio, an attempt is made to establish a correlation 
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between nk, the binding constants, and the arginine/lysine ratios for 

the different proteins studied. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

The dialysis tubing was purchased from Visking Co., Div. of 

Union Carbide Corp., Chicago. To increase its porosity, the cellophane 

dialysis bag (20/ 100) was treated with zinc chloride solution as follows 

(McBain and Stever, 22 and 23): 

The bottom of a clean rectangular dish was covered with a 

65-67% solution of 7.inc chlo'l":ine. 'ThP. r:P.llophane bag was 

laid flat in the solution. More zinc chloride solution (65-67%) 

was added to the dish to cover the cellophane bag. The bag 

was left immersed in the zinc chloride for 15-20 minutes at 

about l0°C, the temperature at which the swelling of the bag 

is maximum. The zinc chloride was carefully suctioned out, 

and the cellophane bag covered with distilled water at room 

temperature ( 22- 25°C). The dish was rotated to speed up 

the diffusion of the zinc chloride. After a few minutes, the 

membrane was removed and washed free of zinc chloride 

with dilute solution of hydrochloric acid. The acid was washed 

off with water until the pH of the solution was above 5. O. The 

membrane was stored in 50% glycerol at 4. 0°C. In presence 

of glycerol, the membrane retains its permeability for a long 

time, depending on the temperature at which it is stored. 
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Cellophane bags treated as described above are permeable to 

fully dispersed histone IV fraction. The untreated bag (20/ 100) has a 

50% escape time of 27 hours for ovomucoid (MW;::: 28, 000) (Craig, 8). 

The zinc chloride treated bag was washed several times with a large 

volume of water at 4. 0°C before using for the dia]ysii=; e-icpe.,.imenti=;. 

Calf thymus DNA was purchased from Nutritional Biochemical 

Corp. , N. J. Approximately 4 mg of DNA was dis solved per 1 ml of 

-4 
buffer (0. 015M Na-citrate , 10 M EDTA, pH 6. 6). About 100 ml of 

the mixture was shaken on a Burrell-Wrist Action shaker in the presence 

of one to two drops of chloroform (0. 05-0. 1 ml) for 48 hours. The 

viscous homogeneous solution was centrifuged at about 10, 000 rpm for 

10 minutes, and the supernatant re-centrifuged at 40, 000 rpm for 12 

hours to obtain DNA of large molecular weight. The pellet was dissolved 

in the buffer {60-70 OD/ml) and dialysed against a large volume of 

IM sodium chloride for 12-16 hours in the treated cellophane bag, 

and finally against three exchanges of approximately 10 times its volume 

of buffer for two hours each. In this way, any protein contaminants 

in the DNA, which might dissociate into the solution at higher salt con-

centrations, are eliminated. The DNA concentration is then adjusted 

to about 3 mg per ml. An aliquot was denatured by heating in a sealed 

tube immersed in a bath at 92-95°C for 15 minutes. The boiled solution 

was rapidly cooled at 4°C. The fraction denatured this way is de scribed 

hereafter as denatured DNA. 
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Poly-L-lysine was purchased from Pilot Chemical Company, 

Watertown, Mass. The average molecular weight of the sample used 

is 9, 000. Protamine sulfate was purchased from Nutritional Bio-

chemical Corp., N. J. The his tone fractions were kindly provided by 

Prof. Bonner and Dr. Hua.rig. Protaruine sulfate, poly-L-lysine, and 

his tone lb were separately dissolved in the buffer (0. 015M Na-citrate, 

-4 
10 M EDTA, pH 6. 6) in the amount of approximately 0. 4-0. 5 mg/ml. 

Histone IV was dissolved in O.ZN hydrochloric acid (0.5-0.6 mg/ml), 

and then brought to pH 6-7 with ZM sodium hydroxide. The protein 

solution (hist. IV) was dialysed against two exchanges of the buffer 

(SOX the volume of the protein solution) to remove the excess salt. 

The protein solutions (protamine, poly-L-lysine, histones Ib and IV) 

were separately diluted lOX with the buffer containing the appropriate 

salt concentration. A known volume of each of the solutions was used 

directly for the binding experiments. All the other compounds were of 

reagent grade. 

In the equilibrium dialysis experiments, 6 ml of the protein or 

polypeptide prepared as described above was added to a 12-ml Servall 

tube. One ml of the native or denatured DNA (approximately 3 mg/ml) 

was added to the zinc chloride treated bag, and the bag was tied at hoth 

ends without appreciable stretching. A large air bubble was left in the 

bag to allow thorough mixing during equilibration. The cellophane bag 

containing DNA was checked for leakage and then washed several times 
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with the buff er to get rid of any DNA solution not enclosed within the 

dialaysis bag. The DNA in the dialysis bag was immersed in the protein 

solution contained in the Servall tube. The tube was stoppered with a 

serum stopper. The stopper was held in place with a time tape. The 

tube was rotated at about one revolution per second for about 80 hours 

at 6-7"C. 

To check if equilibrium was attained, histone fraction IV, which 

has the 13.rgest molecular weight of all the proteins used, was made to 

a concentration of about 15 microgram protein nitrogen per ml. Six ml 

of this solution was dialysed against 1 ml of the buffer in the dialysis 

bag. The concentrations of protein inside and outside the bag were 

checked after 70 hours of equilibration. The concentration of protein 

inside the bag was within3-5% of the protein concentration outside the 

bag. This indicates that equilibrium is attained in 80 hours. To check 

this, the equilibration of protamine was carried out in 65 hours, instead 

of 80 hours, against native DNA. The binding constant obtained under 

this condition is within 10% of that obtained for 80 hours equilibration. 

Two controls were set up. In one, 1. 0 ml buffer was substituted 

for the DNA in the dialysis bag, and dialysed against 6 ml of the protein 

solution used in the equilibration experiment. In the other control, 6 ml 

of the buffer was substituted for the protein solution in the Servall tube 

and the buffer dialysed against 1. 0 ml DNA solution.in the dialysis tubing 

as described 9-bove. The first control allows one to determine the amount 
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of protein, if any, that sticks to the bag. This can be obtained by 

analyzing the protein concentrations inside and outside of the bag at 

the end of the equilibration. The difference between the total amount of 

protein concentration before and after equilibration gives the amount of 

protein that sticks to the bag. ln all cases, this represents a small 

percentage { 0-10%) of the initial protein amount. This control also 

allows one to check if equilibrium has been attained within the equili

bration period. In all subsequent experiments, the analysis of the pro

tein outside the bag was used for the c;alculation of the total protein 

concentration. The total concentration of any protein used was always 

between 9-11 µg protein nitrogen/ml. The second control allows one 

to analyze the amount of DNA or any material on the DNA which 

dialyses into the solution ontsidA of the bag. The unbound protein 

material outside the bag was measured directly as described below, 

and corrected for materials which dialyse out of the bag {DNA) and 

gives ninhydrin reaction on hydrolysis. The correction is high but 

reasonably constant for all the experiments ( 10%+3% of total protein 

nitrogen added). 

The physical characteristics of the complex in the dialysis bag 

and of the free pro Lein int.he Se:rvall tube::; were checked visually. In 

no case was the precipitation of the protein observed. At the concen

tration ratio of protein to DNA used, the solution of the complex within 

the bag appears homogeneous in all cases. 
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The concentrations of the DNA were determined spectrophoto-

-3 metrically using the extinction coefficient (Ep' 260 mµ,) of 6. 6 x 10 

(Ts 1o et al., 32) for the DNA in native form. The extent of denaturation 

of the denatured DNA was checked by determining the melting profile 

in the Beckman DK-2 ultraviolet spectrophotorneter fitted with a. mutlified 

temperature control device (Ts 1
0 et al., 33). 

The concentration of the protein was determined by the ninhydrin 

colorimetric method (Moore and Stein, 25). The protein was hydrolyzed 

in 6N HCl for 20-21 ho11r!'! at 103°C -in a sealed 5 ml ampule. The sealed 

tip of the ampule was filed off , and the contents of the ampule dried 

under nitrogen at about 60-70°C. The dried hydrolysate was diluted to 

1-5 microgram nitrogen with a known volume of water. The concentra-

tion of the amino nitrogen was determined as described in Part II of this 

thesis. 

In all cases, duplicate equilibration experiments were run at 

least twice. The results from two separate experiments were in all 

cases within about 10 per cent of each other. For each experiment, 

quadruplicate ninhydrin analyses were carried out. Each of the recorded 

values for nk is an average from eight ninhydrin analyses. 
apparent 

These exhibited a spread of about 10 per cent. 
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ANALYSIS OF DATA 

In a polymer monomer interaction not involving charge neutral-

ization, the extent of binding of the monomer {A) to the polymer (P) can 

be represented by the parameter E.• where 

moles bound {A) 
r -

- moles total (P) (Klotz, 20) 

Using the approach of Klotz (20), it can be shown that 

_ nk (A) 
r - 1 + k (A) ( 1) 

where k is the binding constant for a single binding site and~ repre-

sen ts the number of independent binding sites on (P). Thus, nk is the 

binding constant for a polymer -monomer interaction, when the polymer 

(P) has~ independent binding sites. 

The above equation does not take the electrostatic effect into 

consideration. If the interaction of (A) and (P) is affected by the charges 

on (A) and (P), a modified equation of the type: 

r 2wr 
(A) e =kn - kr ( 2) 

should be written for the binding of a monovalent monomer to a poly-
2 2 

( ) ( ) -
- N(z 1) e ( _!_ __ K ) 

valent polymer Klotz, 20 • :!!.. in equation 2 
ZRTD b l+ka 

{all the terms are as defined in Part II of this thesis). The evaluation 

of w is often not possible due to the limitations of the data that are 

usually available. 
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The situation becomes more complex when the interaction is 

between two polyvalent polymers. The estimation of the statistical factor 

n - i + l becomes difficult, since it is no longer equal to ( 
1 -J estimated for 

neutral polymer-monomer interaction. In other words, equation 1 and 

equation 2 cannot be used to calculate the binding con:stants for a chargeu 

polymer-polymer interaction without making the following assumptions: 

(a) It will be assumed that a comparative nk can be calculated 

for the interaction of all the proteins studied without taking the electro-

static effect into consideration. The a.1::11::1umption has no theoretical or 

experimental justification. It is made because the data for calculating 

/::. F in these reactions are not available. elec 

{b) It will be assumed that a comparable set of data can be 

obtained by treating the polymer -polymer binding as a polymer-monomer 

binding. As in {a), assumption {b) has no strong theoretical or experi-

mental basis. However, since the DNA-protein ratio is very large, 

it can be argued that the statistical factor is not as involved as it would 

be if the polymer: polymer ratio approached 1. 0. 

With the above two assumptions, the binding of basic protein to 

DNA can be represented by equation 1 above. With an additional assump-

tion that the number of sites on the DNA occupied by proteins is small 

and negligible compared to the total number of available binding sites, a 

simplified equation can be written for nk. 
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nk _ (moles protein nitrogen bound) 
- (moles unbound protein nitrogen)(moles total DNA phosphate/ 

liter) 

In the above analysis, n == 1. 0. Furthermore, a simple cal-

culation from the data (Table 1) indicates that about 25% of the 

negative charges on the DNA are neutralizt::d by Lht:: buuml pruLc:t.rriine 

at low ionic strength. Since all the measurements of r were made 

at a measurable concentration of proteins, the nk calculated from 

the above equation will be referred to as nk . Because of the 
apparent 

several uncertainties in calculating nk , no significance is to 
apparent 

be placed on its magnitude. However, comparisons can be made 

between the relative magnitude of nk for the different pro-
apparent 

teins and polypeptides studied. 

The nk for the binding of arginine and lysine have been deter -

mined by Jardetsky ( 18). The nk for lysine and arginine at pH 7. 0, 

ionic strength = 5 x 10 -
4

, is 400 liter moles -l. 
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RESULTS 

The experimental results will be presented in four parts: (a) a 

comparison of the apparent binding constants obtained for native and 

denatured DNA, (b) variation of apparent binding constant with the 

type of basic polypeptide bound to DNA , (c) effect of sodium chloride 

on the appar cnt binding constants, and (d} the effect of magnesium chloride 

on the observed binding constants. 

A. Binding constants in native and denatured DNA 

The values of k for native DNA are in all cases higher 
apparent 

th;:i.n those obtained for denatured DNA. 
. nk d-DNA 

The quantity !:::. = 1 - nk n-DNA 

is a measure of the decrease in the values of nk . caused by 
apparent 

substitution of denatured DNA (d-DNA) for native DNA (n-DNA) in the 

binding experiments. The calculated 6. for protamine-DNA binding is 

about 0. 55, about 0. 25 for histone IV-DNA binding, 0. 05 for histone 

lb-DNA binding, and about O. 15 for poly-L-lysine-DNA binding in 0. lM 

NaCl. It appears, therefore, that the affinity of the arginine-rich pro-

teins for DNA is affected more than that of the lysine-rich fractions when 

the hclicw.1 conformation of the DNA is reduced. The irriplir;:itinn of this 

is not immediately obvious. 

B. Variation of nkapparent with the type of polypeptide used 

for binding 

Of the basic proteins-polypeptides studied, µrotamine binds most 

with native and denatured DNA. The apparent binding constant of 
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protamine with native DNA {::::H:!t:! t:!quaLiun 1) i:oi 1, 600 £ /mul.e (fig. 1). 

The binding constant to denatured DNA is 700.€ /mole in the same salt 

solution. The arginine-rich histone IV also binds very well with DNA 

at lower salt concentrations (0. lM). The binding constants of histone IV 

to native DNA and denatured DNA are, respectively, 840 and 630 J. /mole 

(fig. 2). 

In comparison, the nk for poly-L-lysine and histone U 
apparent 

(figs. 3 and 4} are much lower than those for the arginine-rich proteins 

(histone IV and protamine) under the same experimental conditions. The 

nk for hi stone lb-native DNA binding is about 2201 /mole~ 
apparent 

and about 210 £/mole for denatured DNA-histone Ib at pH 6. 6, O. lM 

sodium chloride. The nk for poly-L-lysine-DNA is essentially 
apparent 

the same as for histone-Ib-DNA (table 1) (240£/mole for poly-L-

lysine-native DNA and 200 for poly-L-lysine denatured DNA). Thus, 

it appears as if the arginine-rich polypeptides bind more to DNA than 

the lysine-rich polypeptides. 

Effect of sodium chloride on nkap~ 

The effect of sodium chloride concentration on the association 

constants for DNA and the several basic proteins is shown in figures 

I. 2, 3, and 4. The midpoint of the profile of nk versus salt concen-

tration is at about 0. 45-0. SM sodium chloride for the protamine binding 

to both native and denatured DNA. The slope of the curve, which we 

will regard as representing a transition between free DNA and the 
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Table 1. Variation of Apparent Binding Constant with Salt Concentration 

1. Protamine binding to native DNA (n-DNA) and denatured DNA 
(d-DNA) 

Sodium chloride
molar concentration 

0. 10 

0. 19 

0. 31 

0.50 

0.95 

nk -(n-DNA) 
apparent 

16 x 10
2 

z 
16 x 10 

14 x 10
2 

6. 8 x 10
2 

2. 2 x 10
2 

1.4 x 10
2 

2. Histone IV binding ton-DNA and d-DNA 

3. 

Sodium chloride

molar concentration 

0. 1 

0. 19 

0. 31 

0.50 

0.70 

0.95 

nk -(n-DNA) 
apparent 

7. 8 x 10
2 

7. 8 x 10
2 

2 
7. 8 x 10 

2 
5. 6 x 10 

3.8x 10
2 

2 
2. 1 x 10 

Poly-L-lysine bindin~ ton-DNA and d-DNA 

Sodium chloride - nk -(u -DNA) 

molar concentration 
apparent 

0.015 2.4 x 102 

0. 1 2. 4 x 10
2 

0.31 2.. 4 x 10
2 

a.so 2. 4 x 10
2 

0.70 2. 0 x 10
2 

0.95 1. 8 x 10
2 

nk -{d-DNA) 
apparent 

7.0xl0
2 

6.6x 102. 

7. 0 x 10
2 

2 
4. 2 x 10 

1. i:; x 10
2 

0.6x 10
2 

nk -(d-DNA) 
apparent 

6. 3 x 10
2 

6. 2 x 10
2 

6.2x 10
2 

10
2 

4. 7 x 

J.4 x 10
2 

I.Ox 10
2 

nk -{cl-DNA) 
apparent 

2. 2 x 10 
2 

1. 8 x 10
2 

I. 7 x 10
2 

I. 6 x 10 
2 

1. 4 x 10 
2 
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Table 1. (continued) 

4. Histone Ib binding ton-DNA and d-DNA 

Sodium chloride- nk -(n-DNA) 
apparent 

rnular cuuc~at.i·at.ioa 

0.015 2. 2 x 10
2 

o. 10 2. 2 x 10
2 

0. 19 2. 2 x 10 
2 

0.31 2. 0 x 10 
2 

0.50 o. 993 x 10 
2 

0.70 o. 663 x 10 
2 

0.95 o. 492 x 10 
2 

nk -(d-DNA) 
apparent 

2.lxl0
2 

. 1U 2 z. 1 x 

2 
2. 1 x 10 

l.8x 10
2 

z 
l. l x 10 

o. 66 x 10
2 

5. MgC1
2 

effect on binding of histone IV and Ib ton-DNA 

MgC1
2 

conce'ntra- nk for nk for 
apparent apparent 

tion (molar) DNA - hist. IV DNA - hist. lb 

0. 1 2. 4 x 10
2 o. 823 x 10

2 

0, 19 1. 4 x 10
2 o. 723 x 10

2 

0.31 0. 886 x 10 
2 o. 632 x 10 

2 

0.50 o. 52 x 10 
2 

0. 333 x 10 
2 

complex, is maximal between O. 3M and 0. 7M sodium chloride. The 

maximum slope of the profile (fig. 1) for protamine binding to native 

(nk ) 
DNA is higher than that for denatured DNA. The calculated apparent 

(NaCl) 

for native DNA around the midpoint of the profile is about 40, and the 

corresponding value for denatured DNA is about 15. The binding con-

stants at the highest salt concent.rat.ion are aln-iost the same for native 

and denatured DNA. 
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The behavior of histone IV -DNA binding constants in sodium 

chloride concentrations (0. 1-0. 95M) is in certain respects similar to that 

of protamine-DNA (fig. 2) for both denatured and native DNA. In both 

cases, there is a sharp drop in nk beyond 0. 3M sodium chlor-
apparent 

ide. However, the drop in nk for histonc IV appears to be alightly more 

gradual within the salt concentration range of 0. 3-0. 95M. As in DNA-

protamine binding, the slope (nkapparent) around the midpoint of 
[NaCi] 

the transition for histone IV-DNA binding is higher for the native DNA 

than for the denatured DNA. The midpoint of the transition is about O. 55M 

sodium chloride for both native and denatured DNA. At the highest salt 

concentration (0. 95M), nk t for the native-DNA-histone IV apparen 

cor:nplex its ::>till ovc:r 2.00 .£./mule antl abuuL 1001 /mole for the hii:>tone 

IV-denatured-DNA complex. In other words, at about IM NaCl, the 

apparent binding constant is still about 25 per cent of the value at 0. lM 

sodium chloride, and still about as high as for histone lb-DNA binding 

at 0. lM NaCl. 

In the case of histone lb-native DNA binding, the transition in 

nk as a function of sodium chloride is rather sharp. The midpoint of 

the transition is between 0. 40-0. 45M NaCl. At about 0. 7M sodium 

chloride, the nk begins to approach the minimum value obtain-apparent 

ed at 0.95M NaCl {about 50.R/mole). The situation with the denatured 

DNA-histone lb binding is more erratic. Because of the nature of the 

transition as recorded, an accurate midpoint of transition cannot be 
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acc~rately calcul:~ted. It appears, however, that the transition is 

spread ove:- a greater salt concentration range than is the corresponding 

transition for ~he native-DNA-histone lb binding. Poly-L-lysine-native 

DNA binding constants appear to ·,lC less sensitive to salt effect than 

histo'1e lb-DNA bir.ding constar:ts. A rather short but relatively sharp 

transition is observed between O. 5M NaCl and O. 95M sodh:m chlor:de. 

The midpoint of this transition is about 0. 6M NaCL The decrease in 

association constant as a fcmcti.on of sa~t concentration for poly-L-

lysine-DNA ·::iinding is gradual over the whC>le range of salt concentration. 

Poly-L-lysine appears to bind relat:vely well :o native and denatured 

DNA, even a'; IM NaCl. 

Effecte of n.~agrle:5iurr1 ch.loridc or1 r1k appa1~e:r1t 

The variation of nk apparent of protamine DNA binding with 

magncsiu:n cl:loride concentrations was not studied because of the com-

plexity of the behavior of protamine fract'.or.s in the presence of d'..fferent 

cations (lrolh:, 14). 

The ch'tnge of nk apparent with MgC1
2 

concentration is shown in 

figures 2 and 4 for the DNA-histone complexes. For both histo:o.e lb-

native-DNA binding and histone IV-DNA binding, the effect of MgC1
2 

at 

0. lM is about as effective as 0. SM to 0. 6M sodium chloride in decrcas-

bg nl< , In histC>ne IV -DNA binding, the tail of the nk 
ap1>a.rer:.t apparent 

transit:on can still be sec,... However, in hi stone lb-DNA bonding, the 

decrease in nk is approximately linear with magnesium chloride 
apparent 

concentra.tion .. 
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DISCUSSION 

3.'bc obacrv~.tion that the association cor~R.tri·n1 of th0. br.i.sic proteins 

and polypeptide is not affected by sodiu:n chloride concentratio::l "J.P to 

about 0. 3M is co:'lsistent with the previous ob.servation of Bayley et al. 

(3). They observed that the dissocat:on of nucleohistone is not affected 

by sodium chloride up :o 0. 3-0. 4M. The nlot of :::ier cent dissociation 

against molar concentrat'..on of NaCl, according to Bayley et al. (3) 

shows a gradual profile. The per cent dissociation per molar conce:'l-

tration of sodi·J.m chlo:-ide is about 50% at O. 4M NaCl «r.d <il>uu.L 40% a.t 

1. SM sodium chloride (Bayley et al., 3). On the other hand, the data 

on associatio::l constants of histone lb and IV fractions (figs. 2 and 4) 

indocate that the nk apparent versus ionic strength profile goes through 

a ratl1e.r t>l~arp :ra.n.:-sitio:1. Thi:s apparent cont:rn.di.ction probably n.risos 

from the fact that the midpoint of the transition is not the same for all 

the histone fractions. Furthermore, their apparent bind;ng constants 

are not tl:.o sa::ne (figs. 2 and 4). If one added the cu~ves obtained for 

histoO'.le Ih-DNA hindhg tn hiotnr"' TV-DNA b'nding (figs. 2 and 4). one 

would obtain a more gradual decrease i.n nk as a function of 
... a1J?arent 

increasing sodium chloride concentration. Thus, the reasor. why the 

per cent dissociati.or. versus salt concentratio:i curve of l>ayley ct al. 

(3) does not exhibit a sharp distinctive proiile might very well ·oe due 

to the greater heterogeneity of the hi.stones. 



The observation :hat sodium chloride and magnesium c:U.oride 

are both effective in decreasing the bindong constants of the basic pro-

teins and polypeptides supports the notion that electrostatoc interactions 

between the basic arginine o:r lysine ·residues and the phosphate ion on 

the DNA are of importance in tho i.ntei-action of these r~ot~.rpeptides to 

DNA. The magnesiurr: catior. binds much more strongly to DNA than 

does the sodium cat'.on (Cavalieri, 7; Zubay and Doty, 35). Cavalieri 

++ 
(7) has concluded that Mg 'oinds strongly bofr. :o the phosphate anc the 

amino groups of DNA. The greater effectiveness of magnesium cation 

in reducing nl< apparent is thus consistent with the conchtsion that 

arginine-phosphate or lysine-phosphate bincing is the r.iost i:nportant 

factor determi.ni.::-ig the interact.:.or1 of l1i:::)ton.e to DNAo 

The decrease in DNA-protein ·oinding accompanybg the denatur-

ation of the DNA can be attributed :o one or both of two factors, namely, 

(a) a decrease in the charge de71sity of the DNA macro ion upon denatur-

ation (Ascoli et al., 2), and (1)) trE> rlest··rnction of the, secondary struc-

ture of the DNA which specifically participates in the interaction. I: 

is very difficult fro:n the data to assess the relative importance of 

these two factors. It is the opinion ot: the author, however, tnat :he 

determining step in the interaction is electrostatic, especially at a very 

low ratio 0£ proteir. to DNA. Fo:: this, only the dispositio:i of the 

charges on the macromolecules is likely to be of signO.ficance in deter-

mining the Lindir1g of a.11y given protei:::~ or po2.ypeptide. At higher 
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ratios of protein: DNA. the situation may become more complex ar.d 

involve both factors. 

The sharp decrease ii: nk within a small rangci of con-
a p !Ji:.t 1' e1: t 

centl'2.tion of sodillm chlo~ide is interesting. A similar curve has bcc?:J. 

obtained for gelatin-gmr. a.rabic interaction ir. the presence of calcium 

chlorine (Bungenberg De Jong, 6). The complexing of basic proteins to 

DNA can be regarded as polyvalent polymer-polymer interaction. In 

other words, the complex formati<>n is art exan1ple of complex co-

acerva ti.O!l.. 

Complex coacervation depends, among other thir:.gs, on the 

pH and the io:lic strength of the mediu:n in which the reaction occurs. 

of salt is present, and the su?pression action of the salt appears to 

obey the double valence rule (Bungenberg De Jong, 6). In the case of 

DNA-protein interaction, :tis the shielding of the polyvalent anions 

that is responsible fo::: the inhibitio1: of complex coacervation. 

The bind:ng equation used for calculating nk does not take the 

complex statistical factor of polyvalent binding onto consideration. 

Several sites, ~· on polymer (A) bond to another set of sites, i , uu 

polymer (P) whenever one :nolecule of (A) reacts with ano:her molecule 

of (P). The addition of a certab cor.centration of salt may displace a 

fract:ion of .'.!c sites and proportionally reduce the free ectergy of inter-

action of (A) with (P) without co.u<Jing n <iiosociation of (A) from (P). 
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decreased ·.inti! a critical point (n-j) o:r (i-1) is reached, at which point 

(A) dissociates from (F). Thus, as long as enough :2. sites arc occupied 

by.!__ sites, the complex will still appear to be intact. However, as soon 

~ .::i the i:i.te-racting sites are reduced to a. certain minirnurr.., tho compie:H: 

falls apart. The concentration of salt required to attain :his minimum 

ir"teraction varies with the valence of the salt ca:ion. In add:t:or:, the 

concentration of any one salt required to cause a maxir.mm suppression 

of complex formation varies with the :-iature of the complex. This 

explanation suggests that the interaction of histor:e or protarnine to DNA 

is dombated by a large entropy effect, a:cid that the salt resistance 

should be very sensitive to temperature changes. 

The above explanation can be used to explain the flat tops in 

the low salt concentration area in figures 1-4, as well as the sudden 

d:rop in nk between 0. 3M and O. 7M sodium chloride. The secondary 

flattening of the c:urveo (figs. 1-4) above 0. 7M 5odium chlo:::idc i5 iooorc 

difficult to explain. One possible suggestion is that, at such high sal: 

concentration, the secondary forces in the interac:ion (probably not 

electrostatic) predominate. The nature of this secor.dary interaction, 

if it existsj is not t..inde:rstood. However, it may \vell be that such a 

secondary interaction, SU!Jerirnposed on the electrostatic interaction, 

is important to tho firmness of the binding of hi stone or protan:ine to 

DNA. One possfaility is that hydrophobic interactior. is involved ir: the 
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bindin.g of these basic proteins to DNA. There is 1i.o reason wl-iy this 

kind of interaction may not be considered a likely possibility b DNA

protein interactions. However, there arc at present no data to prove 

or disprove this :-iotion. 

requires more salt (NaCl) for half-dissociation than docs histone lb, 

even though the latter, and not the former, stabilizes DNA against 

thermal dcnaturation. Bradbury (private cor.:imunicatior.) has similarly 

observed that more salt is required to dissociate histonc IV than histone 

lb. Furthermore, Huang et al. (17) have shown that the binding of 

histone lb to DNA inhibits DNA-dependent RNA synthesis, whereas 

lri~ Lur1~ IV c:tr1tl prutarr1ir;.~ <lu nut. ~ignifica.nLly :ir1l1il.Jit. DNA-tl~pentlertL. RNA 

syn:hesis under the same experlmental conditions. F::om this, one is 

tempted to speculate that histone lb binds differently fro:n hi.stone IV to 

DNA. Possibly, hi stone Ib is able :o fit into the larger groove of DNA, 

especially at higher histone lb: DNA ratio. Thus, in addtion to forming 

salt linkage, histone lb can specifically fit into DNA grooves in a rather 

specific manner. On the other hand, hi.stone IV merely forms electro

static bonds with the DNA, and its contact with the DNA non-polar 

residue is at special points on the F-Jolocule. 

In order to make the above speculation compatible with previous 

findings abom the structure of native histone on DNA, one will have to 

assu:ne that the ex-helical content in histone fractions lb and IV are 
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different. In fact, in order that histone lb can form the ·.ype of complex 

;)Qstulated above, its conformation will have to be almost entirely in 

the extended B-form. Such a conformation is expected b histone lb 

becc.use of its high praline content. But since whole his tone has over 

SOo/o helical content on the DNA molecule, it is reasonable to cor.ne to a 

speculative conclusion that histone IV must have a high percentage of 

<Y-helical content. 

Proceeding from '.;his deduction, the difference in behavior 

between hi stone lb and histone IV with respect to the stabilization of 

helical DNA against thermal denaturation can be att-::ibuted to differ-

enc es in their mode of interaction with the DNA. Inasmucl: as the extent 

of binciing is determined, especially at low protein:DNA ratio, by the 

electrostatic attractive interaction between the arginine or lysine 

residue8 and the phosphate ions, one will not necessarily expect to find 

a coC1clusiv" co::rclation between the magnitude of the binding constants, 

O"" thr:> he>.hA'\rior nf l1k .!n i:.::::ilt ~nn t'hr.~ i;:;pr<'ln0::-iry intcr~rtion 
apparent 

post.ilated above for DNA-histone Ib interaction. 

The parameter I>. , defined in previo·.is sections, can be used to 

jus:ify the validity of this postulate only if data are available on the 

relationship of _:_ (moles protein bo·.ind/mole total DNA) for the two 

forms of DNA. The value of~ for histone lb-DNA complex will be 

much more sensitive to variations in r than that of histone IV-DNA 

cu111µlex. A ::si11gl~ valut! of D. al a. ol11gle valu.e of :.- is -not ,~ery useful 
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ir.L establi:sb.ing t11e r:1articipdLlv;1 ui Ll1t! tH::.'.o;.;undary ::;trl1cttret:J of the DNA 

and protein in the interactions. The eq'-lilibrium dialysis method C.oes 

not allow one to determine r at different concentrat:.on rat:.os of protein 

to DNA, since the complex forms a thick gel at higher protein concen-

tratio:i. Ftirthermore. thP. YY'lf~tho<l of anal·ysis £)f the 'fl:t"Otein does not 

allow one to work at a much lower concentration of protein. Knowledge 

of r as a function of concentration of interactants will be very useful 

i10 defining the nature of basic protein -DNA interactions. 
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Sl!Ml\1ARY 

The binding of protamine, histone fractions lb ai:cl IV, and 

poly-L-lysine to native and denatured DNA has been studied by equi

librlt:m dialysis in different concentrations of sodium-chloride (0. l-

0. 95M) and magnesium chlo,,ide (0. l-0.5M). The binding constant of 

any one of the proteins to native DNA i.s higher than its binding constant 

to denatured DNA in O. lM sodium chloride, pH 6. 6. The argi:1ine-

rich proteins bind rr.ore to native or denatured DNA than the lysine-.dch 

proteins under identical experimental conditions. T:he effect of sodium 

chloride on the bir.ding constants of the complexes is similar to that 

expecied of a polyvalent polymer-polymer interaction. Half-dissociation 

of the complexes occurs between 0. 4-0. 55M sodium chlorode in all 

cases. Magnesium chloricie is more effective than sodium chloride 

in reducing complex coacervation. 
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